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Personal Mention

The eante between Roy and Spring
1 1
W. B. Foster,. District Club leader,
Now that everal days are past er at Ray Sunday was one of the field
from' the N. M. State College, for the since ttr school bonds election, we events- in. the history of the town.
busy will attempt a dispassionate record of Mills came- down to add another vic r TiMlMtIM!l'''mr,''''',,',''tM'lMIM!ll!MM"''",'ll,','''lllll
Boys and Girls clubs,
and showing results. He has organ- the event which so nearly plunged the tory to her score and the Roy boys
ized four clubs in Roy, two- sewing town of Eoy in humiliation and dis were up' on their toes to defend their
Herndon-Chamber- s
town: and! neputation. It was every- Home Service Office Closed
clubs with Mrs. O. W. Hearn auJ Mrs. grace.
.
Raymond Pendleton, leaders and
It was known before the election body" srame up to the 8th inning
1
Tuesdav. June 1st. at the home
The office of the Home Service
Calf and Pig clubs with JL W. Busey that some were opposing the bond is- where they tied the score at 3 each,
of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gilstrap, in
sue for school building, but it was throughout a breathless 9th and 10th Secretary of tóe Red Cross at
When you have boosted for a town as leader.
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srrimly
both
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three unbelievable that the falsehood and anif trth. ther nísved
he
a
ovod
f UL va
Roy was closed Jane 1st a3 it Roy, occmrred the marriage of
vt- - mi
JCCHO,
"
' amineO a chance to I Mondav" nieht
tell of its progress and enterprise and j clubs at Solano with Miss Inea Cate, misrepresentation that was used in side with, errorless innings and
seeraedi the work was well ad Mr. Harty Chambers and Mm
to have Mr. Tom Ladd and Sant West as lead attempts to defeat the bonds could and" outs for botb teams. In the 12th
"niihliii atiirit. it hurts like
Bonnie Herndon, Rev. W. A.
oirganiz-e- d
Roy got. a score and ended the sus- vanced foí- whiih it was estab
it so nearly kill itself dead as a mack ers and a Pig Club has been W. Boul- - have been peddled as it was.
officiating.
Dawn
y
at Pleasant View with R.
There were 260 votes cast, 145 for pense with a victory over an oppon-entthe- lished;.
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greatest
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had the bonds teen defeated. There children can be educated far
miads trained alarming and did nothing in the way summer. Milts and Roy are rivals in maintained and she intends to
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here
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was a C.
The bank of Roy last week purchas
the best things back at him.
4 ,.j
tricts wanting to consolidate were ed the corner lot, conceded the best ANDERSON Machine W'ks.
Al. S. Hanson, Mgr. of Chas!
directors would have to be vacant building site in town, from
Floyd Ogden, younger son of Mr.
Fred Brown purchased two fine told the
limits.
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the
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came
M.
elected
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T.
store in Roy has teen
Iifeild
and Mrs.
Fred Meffert for $3000.00 They are
teams of horses at Colmor last week.
The law says: "A member of the getting busy trying for a good hotel
day from Helena, Montana, for a va- One span is white and the other jet
family
manager
of their branch
ar made
C. E. Ilolcomb and
eleccation visit with the old folks and black, and they weigh 1,400 to 1,600 School Board must be a qualified
building along with a fine banking rived here from Louisana the store at Springer also, and w ill
friends here. It is four years since lbs. each. Al Davenport went after tor of the state and have lived within room, and will be putting it acrsos befirst of week to remain.
Mr. move to Springer soon to take
years
he was here and he notices many them and led them home in an all the school district at least two
snow flies again.
a tax( fore
must
be
charge of it. He will still have
purchased
and
ha!
Holcomb
the
Misner
he
election
wheat
preceding
The
finest
new
changes.
niir'ht ride last Tuesday. Swell
seen from the Canada line south is Ktirnpca milk PS them a sieht worth payer."
Rev. O. W. Hearn went to Las Ve ranch some months ago. He has supervision over the Roy Branch
It was also told those who were gas Sunday to preach in the new een extensively engaged' in rice and Jack Brown, bookkeeper
here on the mesa.
looking at.
thought to be ignorant enough to be- Christian church there.
farming m the south, and will here will have supervision under
lieve it that they would have to pay
now turn his attention to pro him, in Roy. Mr. Brown will
get
to
cash
in
$50 and other amounts
The Russel Co. got in another car
school
new
ducing
the
wheat and other crops move into the Goodman residence
into
children
and
week
their
load of Case Tractors this
You all know what that is i the streets are lined with iron horses that New Mexico is noted for, with his family as soon is Mr.
house.
There are dozens of other false im- all rearin' to get out into the fields.
Developer, Millsftanson vacates it.
pressions and misrepresentations but
F. S. Strickland and Roy Day char
it is useless to recall them. The fact tered a truck, loaded it with camp
remains that Roy arose to the occa- equipment and started Sunday for
OUR PRIVILEGE it is to offer you those lines of
sion and voted the bond issue and will the Black Lakes coifntry, up in the
huild the new building regularly and hills above Cimarron and the Eagle's
Merchandise for which we need not apologize.
in order and will accept the outlying Nest dam. They are going to live the
districts and consolidate and build primitive life for two happy weeks'
more room as needed and assume all vacation and there s not a
in
Among them
the problems and responsibilities that town that doesn't secretly or openly
such action will bring when the time envy them.
come3. They will work with and unCASE Tractors and Threshers
der the State Superintendent and the
The Board of Education are the.
regularly constituted authorities and
GRAND DETOUR Plow Implements
they will not be stampeded by any officers of a Corporate body and Jiave
Automobiles
OVERLAND-FOUthreats, camards, dreams or desires of all the powers belonging to them as
irresponsible dreamers nor allow the such. Thev are well within 'their
. .
WESTERN ELECTRIC Farm Light Plants
65c
friends to rights and have the right it is their Gallon Cans Kraut
ambitions of
Special
30c
lb.
regular
lb.,
Hams,
Picnic
-Smoked
or
excesses
would
trouble,
who
dictate
MAYTAG Gasoline and Electric Washers,
duty, to say to all
lead them into
20c
Package Raisins Seeded, Regular 25c, Special
or meddle with them "Hands Off .
mistakes.
10c
Quaker Corn Flakes, Regular 15c, Special
Lei Us Convnce you
The present board is as well qualiThe next School Board will be
25c
fied to handle this matter of build- elected the first Tuesday ef April, Pearl White Soap, 4 for.
5c Bar
Quick Wash Laundry Soap
ing a school house as any other that 1921. Then will be the time to elect
10c
Snowflake Castile Hand Soap, Regular 15c, Special.
micht be chosen. It has been con a School Board. Until then, the prest
sistent and observed the law in spite ent Board will have full charge of
of unfair pressure brought to bear the schools and all their interests.
(Watch this space every week.)
The next regular meeting of the
uoon and asrainst it and will go on to
doing
7th
office
held
June
Sohool Board will be
the end of their term of
their best for the advancement of the at the office of the Clerk, (The
ROY .
office) and at that
schools
the biggest interest, and erican
most vital in this or any other com meeting much important business will
"A Profitable Place
munity.
be up for action.
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PARAGRAPHS

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT
CONDENSED

EVENTS
FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
Weatern Newspaper Union

Nwi

Barvlce,

WESTERN.
Fire destroyed more than half a business block at Twin Falls, Idaho, caus
ing a loss of approximately $300,000.
The blaze started in a hall In which a
dance was held.
Jimmle Fargas, 8, and Dan Morando,
10, the world's youngest yeggs, were
caught redhanded. Patrolman O'Neill
captured the kindergarten cracksmen
after they had looted a safe of $15 at
Oakland, Calif.
Arthur Strompe, 30 years old, a theater owner, and Thorson Solsberg, 31
years old, blacksmith, both single, were
killed Instantly when their airplanes
In which they were riding fell 300 feet
at Paulina, Iowa.
Although Luther Davis, giant negro,
admitted to Oakland police of having
robbed hundreds of spooners In "lovers' lane," only two of the holdups
were reported to the police. Davis had
'em hypnotized, police say.
Frank Zolen, proprietor of a garage,
was killed In an explosion
which
wrecked his house In Omaha. His par
tially burned body was found two

The Armenians hare accepted an In
Titatlon from the Russian Bolshevists
to send delegates to Moscow, according
to information received by the French
foreign office.
The dowager countess of Granard,
mother of the present earl of Granard,
who married Beatrice, daughter of Og- den Mills of New York, Is dead at Cas
tleknock, Ireland.
The Japanese cabinet has voted to
reduce the naval budget from $33,000,
000 to $22,000,000.
The original pro
gram of extension will not be Inter
fered with, authorities said.
Field Marshal Szetozar Boroevlc,
commander of Austrian forces on the
Italian front from late In 1915 until
October, 1918, Is dead, his Beath being
caused by a stroke of apoplexy.
E. H. Beasley, managing director of
the British Columbia Onion Steamship
Company, was killed when ihe airplane
in which he had flown over Vancouver
crashed to the ground from a height
of 2,500 feet. Major A. R. Baker, his
companion, was seriously injured
Feeling is growing that the Russian
Bolshevikl are directing their armies
toward Persia, as they have concert
trnted about 00,000 troops in the vlcln
Ity of Baku. These troops have not
participated largely in the fight
against the Georgians and Armenians.
Concern is felt in commercial mar
kets throughout France because of a
rapid decline In prices of stable coin
modlties. In the past thirty days, cot
ton has declined 244 francs per fifty
kilograms in the Havre market, while
coffee has fallen seventy-siand wool
thirty-fivpoints In the same time,
The
Swiss aviator Tad
dioll fell into Lake Constance and was
drowned while flying a seaplane In a
contest at Romanshorn. Taddloll was
the first aviator to cross the Alps, ac
complishing the feat In July, 1910,
when he flew from Sesto Calande,
Italy, to Geneva in two hours.
GENERAL.
e
A
marked "No. 826,"
was picked up at sea off Scotland light
ship by the steam pilot boat New York
The
was upside down
and there were no traces of any occu
pants.
Ten leaders of the railroad strike In
New Jersey were indicted by the fed
eral grand Jury at Newark under the
Lever act. They were charged with
conspiring to obstruct interstate com
x

e

well-know- n

hours later. Police have not deter
mined the cause of the explosion.
Ralph Erickson, manager of a
picture theater at Des Moines, la.,
Identified Sherry Scott, arrested In
Omaha, as the man who robbed him of
$900 and a diamond ring. Scott and J.
H. Rogers, a companion, posed as millionaire oil men.
Fire at Portland destroyed the plant
of the North Portland Lumber and Box
Company, the abandoned shipbuilding
yard of the Guy M. Standifer corpora- merce.
tion, a number of docks, more than 1,- Franklin K. Lane, former secretary
000,000 feet of lumber and four small
dwellings. The loss was estimated at of the Interior, was elected a director
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
$000,000.
Company. Mr. Lane retired from the
F. L. Parker, manager of a lumber
March 1, after twenty-onmill, told the police at Oakland be hud cabinet
years
public life.
of
6et a gun trap which killed a
AVIldair, owned by Harry Payne
old boy and that he threw the body In
to the Oakland estuary. The body was Whitney, won the historic Metropolrecovered by the police. Parker, who itan handicap at Belmont park, at New
Thunderclap was.seeond and
is under arrest, said he set the trap to York;
aten tnru. xiie time was
frighten boys who had been breaking un
1 :38
Into the mill.
The Lincoln hotel fire In Seattle In
Sweeping denial that Great Britain
which four lives were lost, was proba ws seeking to monopolize the world's
bly Ihe work of an jncen diary, Fire fuel oil supply was made In New York
Marshal Harry W. Bringlwrst
by Sir Auckland Geddes, British am
serted. Ten fires In that city during hnssndor, speaking at the Pilgrims
the bst monlh were of like origin, ac- dinner.
cording to the fire marshal, and six of
Fifty persons saved themselves by
these were set in the basement of ho jumping Into a life net spread by po
tels.
lice and firemen when fire broke out
Wine valued at $15,000 was con- in the Hotel Manhattan, at Paterson,
sumed in Portland by the sewers. The N. J., a
structure in the bus
booze, champagne and other
iness section. The loss is estimated at
California wines, was seized several $500,000.
weeks ago by federal agents and depIndictments against seven persons,
uty sheriffs In a raid and had been
including three women, charging that
taken to Portland by bootleggers for
they violated the income tax law by
disposal during the Sliriners' conventhe alleged failure to mark prices on
tion in June.
theater tickets which they sold, were
WASHINGTON.
returned at Chicago by the federal
e
bath- grand jury.
Bare legs and scanty
ing suits will be permitted this sumHerbert Hoover Is being considered
mer at Chesapeake beach, the capital's by the executive committee of the
seashore resort. Officials have agreed Massachusetts Institute of Technology
to disregard as precedents the prohib- Corporation for president of that In
itory orders issued at Coney Island stitution, to succeed the late Richard
and Atlantic City against daring bath- C. MacLauren, it has been reported at
hydro-airplan-

hydro-airplan-

e

e

'

4--

four-stor-

high-clas-

y

s

one-piec-

ing costumes.
President Wilson has signed the civil service retirement bill providing for
retirement and pensioning of government employés.
sundry civil approThe
priation bill, the last of the regular
annual government supply bills, was
passed by the Senate and sent to con-

Boston.

n
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super-dreadn-

;

A Httle baby. A little child. Don't they appeal to you? Doesn't your
heart yearn to pick them up, to cuddle them close to you, to shield them
Being human you love
from all harm? sure it does else you're not human.
-

RUSSIANS

TILITIES

AND JAPS CLOSE HOS- ON SIBERIAN FRONT,
IS REPORT.

NOV

OCCUPY POSTARY

"RECEIVING
RUSSIAN
GOLD
WOULD BE RECOGNIZING THE
SOVIET GOVERNMENT."
Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.

London, May 29. Hostilities between the Russians and Japanese In
Siberia ceased on May 25th, according
to a Keuter dispatch from Vladivos
tok. The dispatch also reports the ar

rival of the

Russo-Japanes-

e

''

-

Save them then. Use every precaution. Take no chance.
When sickness comes, as sickness will, remember Its just a baby, just a
child and if the Physician isn't at hand don't try some remedy that you may
..... .:
y
have around the house for your own use.
; Fletcher's Castoria was made especially for babies' ills and you can use
it with perfect safety as any doctor will tell you. Keep it in the house.
-

sss Children Cry For

CVtVBw A-

armistice

Set Contantt 15Fluid Praohmj

commission at Khabarovsk.,
The Bolshevik! are advancing in the
Kiev region, and are engaged in fighting on the second fortified line of the
Poles northeast of that city, It is an
nounced in official statement by the
soviet government, received by wire
less from Moscow.

fr

The statement says
fighting
line runs ten miles north of Brovarl
Village. This village lies about ten
miles directly east of Kiev.
Hard fighting on ether sections of
the front, to the north of the Kiev
region, is Indicated
by the co
munique, which says:
"In the Shlohin-Mozi- r
sector, in the
vicinity of the mouth of the Beresina,
we flung the nemy back across the
river.
"In the direction of Molodetehno our
troops, making an energetic rush, occu
pied a number of villages from thirty
to thirty-thre- e
miles northeast of Molo-detchlno.
South of the Polotsk-Molo- dctchno.
South of the Polotsk-Molo- -

iJ

1

LCOHOL-- 3 PER OENu
AVctiefablcPreparationfcrAi
í
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In the region of Borisov, on the
right bunk of Beresina, north of Zem
bin village, we are conducting fierce
fighting.
"In the direction of Pytalovo, outh
of the Znogvo station, three enemy at
tempts to drive back our troops have
been repulsed.
"We have occupied the village of
Postavy . in the Sventzlany region
(northeast of Vllna).
"In the vicinity of Lake Narotch we
have occupied the villages of lower
and upper Miadziol.
"In the region of the mouth of the
River Ush (north of Kiev) fierce
fighting continues."
Premier Lloyd George will meet
Gregory Krassin, Russian Bolshevik
minister of trade and commerce, says
the Times, which also mentions a ru
mor "circulated through channelKno
torlously" in touch with the premier's
entourage," that both the subject of
negotiations and the persons engaged
In them "would be more widely extend
ed than at present acknowledged.".
M. Krnssin will propose, says thi
newspaper, to put ingots of Russian
old, stamped with the seal of the old
Russian government, on the English
market. The Times adds:
"By receiving Russian gold stolen
by the soviet we would be virtually
recognizing the soviet government.
It
is Impossible to disassociate the two
Ideas of trade relations and official
ecognitlon."
On the other hand, the head of- - a
prominent Russian trading agency,
who has been closely in touch with the
negotiations between Great Britain and

Russia regarding the reopening of
trade, said today:
'I can say positively that M. Kras- sin's visit to London is not connected
in any way with peace pour parlors
nor any tentative move likely to lead
to that result."

Two Boys Drowned.
Sioux Falls, S. D. The Sioux river
claimed its first victims of the swimming season when two boys, Harold
Carey, 14, and Eugene Dunn, 13, both
of this city, were drowned. The boys,
in company with Herman Ostlund, 13,
had gone In swimming and Carey, It Is
believed, was seized "with cramps.
Young Dunn, who mvqs nearest, went
to his rescue mid was dragged under
by the helpless boy. Ostlund was un
able to save either of tliem. Both bod
es were recovered.
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Do the People Know?
I Thereby Promoting Diéesforí
1

rt,,nlnotnn1
VJilVt.ll
Mil!-'-

-'

MLliOnuu

neither Oplum,Morphlnenor
Mineral. Not narco w
Seno

Dvina.

16-in-

Indlt-tmen- t

Their very helplessness makes you reach out in all your strength to aid
In health there's no flower so beautiful. ;.. In illness there's no night so

them.
them.
.black.

A fcolnful Remedy fcr
Constipation and Diarrhoe
and Fcverisnness -L-

ossofSi-eep

resdílnÉtrfroraií'
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Do you know why you are asked to call for Fletcher's Castoria
when you want a child's remedy: why you muBt Insist on Fletcher's?
For yews we have been explaining how the popularity of
Fletcher's Castoria has brought out innumerable imitations, substitutes and counterfeits.
To protect the babies: to shield the homes and in defense of
generations to come we appeal to the better judgment of parents to
insist on having Fletcher's Castoria when in need of a child's med-- 1
icine. And remember above all things that a child's medicine is
made for children a medicine prepared for grown-up- s
is not interchangeable. A baby's food for a baby. And a baby's medicine is
just as essential for the baby.
The Castoria Recipe (it's on every wrapper) has been prepared by
the same hands in the same manner for so many years that the signa-ture of Chas. H. Fletcher and perfection in the product are synonymous.i
MOTHERS SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT

GENUINE
--

I

IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

TF.-7

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
THB 6INTAUN COMPANY, NSW VOUK
CITY.

GfiEAT

"FIXER," IS LARDNER

According to Chauncey Depew, Humor
ist Is "All to the Good" as

Diplomat
Chauncey M. Depew Is a great ad
mirer of Ring Lnrrlner ond delights to
relate an anecdote concerning the
sport writer and humorist. It
was at a club In Philadelphia and a
certain gentleman whom the crowd
was trying to entice Into spending the
evening there declared he could not
remain because he had promised his
wife he would come home.
I'll fix it for you," said Lnrdner, and
darted Into the phone booth. Presently he emerged, shouting:
"It's all right, old chnp, your wife
says you can stayl"
"How In the world did you manage
to bring her round?" asked the amazed

GREAT

LITTLE

BALL PLAYER

Only One Thing Wrong With Mary
Ellen Was That, as a Pitcher,
She Lacked Control.

Easy," replied Lnrflner. "I told
her you were roaring drunk and should
I bring you home or keep you here,
and she said:
"'You can have him, Mr. Lardner."

Mary Ellen denrly
loves to play with her
brother and his little friends. To
make herself what he labels a "good
fellow," she Imitates all their traits.
Now she Is permitted to go with them
outside and play outside games.
And recently they have begun to
play ball. Mary Ellen's part In this
has been for the most part chasing
stray balls. But In her heart she
aspires to be a pitcher. And the other day when her motlur was out In
the yard she exhibited her ability In
that line. "Don't you think I pitch
good, mother?" she asked. "Why, I
throw out my leg every time I throw
the ball just like- the man did out
at the ball park."
And she did, too, every time,
though the ball went wild and lauded
quite In the opposite direction from
which It had been aimed. Exchange.

Favorite Sons.
"I understand you are mentioned as
a favorite son."
Entirely against my will," answered
"Most of the
Senator Sorghum.
favorite sons I have known have had
about as much chance of growing up
to be real fighters as the teachers' pets
in the old days at school."

Ouch!
Young Lady It seems to me that
you have a very keen sense of th
comical.
The Snob (visibly flattered) Yes, I
cannot deny the fact. How have you
discovered it?
Yong Lady I saw you smiling at
your Image In the mirror.

well-know- n

man.

W7Z

71

Four-year-ol- d

seven-year-ol- d

A Base Insinuation.
Innocent.
What large and prominent ears the Old Bird "Walter, Is there anv soiin
man before us has." "Of course. He on this bill o' fare?" Walter "No, sir.
In a professional critic."
I'm sure I didn't spill any."

Each Gup Of

u

n

Are - You

-

KIEV REGION

A fund of half a million dollars was
Candy Bill Is Big.
pledged by more than 2,000 business
New York. The American people are
men at a luncheon of the merchants'
association to finance nn Independent eating candy at the rate of $1,000,000,- trucking corporation in nn effort to re 000 a year, yet they complain of a sulleve the tieup of freight In New York gar shortage, Secretary of the Treasresulting from strikes of various labor ury Houston declared in nn address before the Bond Club of New York. He
organizations.
said the volume of the national confec
The United States is in no danger of tionery feast was estimated on
the
exhausting its coal supplies in the near basis of tax receipts for this year.
future, for about 7,000 years' supply
is available, S. M. Darling of the buWants Control of Coast Guard.
reau of mines told the twelfth annual
Washington. Transfer of the coast.
convention of the International Rail guard from treasury to Nnvy Depart
way Fuel Association.
He estimates ment
control has been urged by Secy.
Ihe supply of unliable coal at 3,553,- - Daniels, appearing- - before the House
(137,100,000 tons. Last year's consump
nterstute commerce committee. Byron
tion, lie said, was 530,000,000 tons.
R. Newton, collector of customs
at
light Mary New York, declared the coast guard
The U. S.
land Is soon to go in commission. This was a necessary factor In enforcement
huge ship will have a displacement of of revenue laws respecting smuggling
33,590 tons. The Maryland is electric and immigration.
ally propelled and electrical throughBanker Fights Off Bandits.
out. Approximately 28,000 horsepower
Omaha, Neb. Auto bandits were un
Is available, enough to supply power to
successful in an attempt to rob the
a city of over 100,000 population. She
Citizens; State Bank at Ralston, Neb
has a fuel capacity of 1,000,000 gallons The bandits were driven off by Presiof oil. She will be the first U. S. navy dent T. J. Slianahan of the hank, who
guns, of which engaged them in a running gun f'ght.
ship to mount
she will carry eight.
No one was hit;

ference.
The Senate has reconsidered its ac.?:
tion In passing the
a day minimum bill applying to government employés and, on motion of
Senator Thomas, Democrat, of Colorada, rescinded the passage.
Authority for the treasury to make
final settlement under which back
taxes estimated at $1,000,000,000 will
be paid the government Is provided In
n bill passed by the House and sent U'
the Senate.
The Senate has passed the annual
army appropriation bill carrying $415,,
919,000 and sent it to conference. The
bill provides for an Increase of approximately $42.000,000 over the House
bill, but $,353,000,000 less than the ap
propriation for the present fiscal year.
The principal Senate increase was $12,
745,000 for the army air service, tnak- - Ing its total $40,000,000.
Kansas City dealers of wearing apLower shoe prices late next winter
and spring were predicted by Edward parel are quoting prices in their advertising at reductions ranging from 10 to
A. Brand, secretary of the Tanners'
60 per cent. One department store
Council of the United States, testify
which sold women's silk hose formerly
ing before a Seriate committee of in- at $4 to $0, lowered its price to $1.95,
quiry. Tanners and manufacturers be- and shoes formerly priced at $16 went
lieved prices probably will fall by that for $7.75.
time, Mr. Brand said, because of the
The American Woolen Company of
recent decline in leather prices. This New York, the American Woolen ComJ
decline could not sooner be reflected pany of Massachusetts and William M.
companies,
In shoe costs, lie said, because shoes Wood, president of both
are made up far in adyance of the sea-o- were charged with profiteering in
returned
in which they are offered on the woolen cloth in nn
at N-- w York by the federal grand jury.
narket.
Nolan-Johnso-
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To Preserve
and keep all
household linen
spotlessly white
and in perfect
condition use

.ft
s

.iS
M

rti

Red Cross

Bag Blue

1

Í

X

in the laundry
every week.

Nothinff else will
take its place and nothing else
is just as good. All erocers, 5c

j

Cuticura Soap
The Healthy.

-

Shaving Soap
CnttnraSop.ha.n without muí. BnrTwhmOe.

Harvest 20 fo 45
Dushel to Aero Wlieai
in Western Ganada

Think what that means to you In
with
irreat demand for wheat at hltrh the
prices. Many
farmers In Western Canada have paid
tor their land from a single crop.
success may
be yours, for
you can buy on easystill
terms.
Rood hard dollars

The-sam-

contains the same, uniform quality
of goodness that makes this tabie
beverage so popular.
Make it strong or mild as you prefer
by varying the quantity used.

No wonder so

many prefer it to coffee,

not alone on account of taste hut because
of its abundant healthftilness. Truly--

There's

aason for

hy Postum Cereal Ca
Battle Creek. Mickian

Hado

;

POSTUM

Farm Land at S16 to
530 an Aero
located near thriving towns, good
mar-ne-

ts,

railways land of a kind which
grows 20 to 4 luixhrla
of wheat to tb
mm. Good (rrazinit lands
at low prlcest
convenient to your
you to reap the prono (romfarm enable
ütck ruin-l- as
and dairying-.

Learn the Facts About

Western Canada

low taxation (none on improvements).

climate. Rood schools,
Healthful
churches,
pleasant social relationships,

a prosperous and Industrious people.

For Illustrated literature, maps, de.crlp,
tlon of farm opportunities in Mnltob.
Saskatchewan,
and Alberta,' reduce!
railway rates, etc., write Department
01 Immigration, Ottawa. Cnn., ot
W. V. BENNETT
loom 4, Bee Bldg Omaha, Neb.
Oftnwrllfln Government Agent.
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THIS IS WORTH READING
The experience oí Mr. E. J. Tou-pal1438 Rose street, LaCrosse,
Wisconsin, is chiefly remarfcabla
on account of the length of tima
he was afflicted.
He writes: "I have been suffering with chronic bronchitis for
twenty-si- x
years and every winter
I would catch cold and become so'
hoarse I could not speak for six or
eight weeks. I could get only temporary relief.
"This winter I was taken with
Grip and was In awful shape. A
fellow workman advised me to take
Br the lime I had
used three-fourtof a bottle, the
hoarseness was gone, also that
tired feeling. I am on my second
will
bottle. Hereafter
be constantly in my house. It la
the best medicine ever put up for
the purpose."
For any disease due to catarrh
or catarrhal conditions,
Coughs,
is equally dependable.
colds, catarrh of the head, stomach
trouble, constipation, rheumatism,
pains in the back, side and loins,
bloating, belching gas, indigestion,
catarrh of the large and small intestines, are some of the troubles
for which
is especially
ik,

Why Los Angeles Is a "City of Angels"

V

YEARS

MOW WELL AND HAPPY

ih

V

i

FOR TWENTY-SI- X

11

'

:
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crowd PIckford and Theda off the
screen.
Schools which ndvertlse they can
teach one to be a motion picture star
In ten lessons have been taking so
many persons to Los Angeles recently
that the police are finding them a serious problem." Nearly every day the
proprietor of one of these "schools" Is
arrested. Hundreds of the girls who
gii have no chance in this overcrowded
field have to turn to other ineanr
of livelihood.
Tne result Is a city full of stunning
stenographers and dazzling desk polEven the waitress In the
ishers.
beanery Into which a man sneaks alonj
toward the end of the month, probably
came here because her friends back
In Dubuque, la., told her she was the
living Image of Clara Kimball Young
recommended.
'
Even wealthy tourists take a flyer a'
can be purchased
the movies while here, and often glrU anywherein either tablet or liquid
who apply for work as "extras" or at
form.
Biosphere register from the best hotel
Mostly Wind.
In town.
Schreecham
He was a wise poet
A girl who lives at the most ex
tensive hotel in Los Angeles has beet who remarked that In this world a
working regularly as "an extra" am man must be either anvil or hammer,
It
Peaclmm Oh, I don't know.
getting $10 a day for It, because sh
has the clothes, the beauty and thf seems that most of them are merely
bellows. Edinburgh Scotsman.
stage personality to do it.
"Extras" get from $3 to $10 a day
the average being about $3,
A

ANGELES.-'-Baltlmor-

LOS

Scene during the annual Wellesley college ceremonies showing Miss Elizabeth Head of Bailor,
of the freshmen class, crowned as "Queen Elizabeth."

it Price Peak,

Dealers Think

Refusal of Public to Meet Further
Advances Credited Vith
Turning Scale.

what Is lost in volume, the clothing
trade hopes, will be made up in a concentration on higher class garments.
,

Silk Reductions to Stay.

Me.,

president

n

say that prices have been too high,
and that the time has come for a readjustment on an entirely new basis.
A disposition to await developments
has marked the cotton goods market
There has been only gradual easing
oft m the prices of printcloths and
sheetings which have a wide variety
of uses when finished. In the prices
of sateens and other fabrics used by
the clothing trades the reductions
have been more marked.
Belief Is expressed in the financial
district that commodity prices will
continue downward because it Is believed that wholesale prices reached
their peak in February, and that within a few weeks the reaction will take
a stronger hold of the retail markets.

In the silk market it is no secret
that price reductions which have been
LEAD made are to be permanent. Huge
DEPARTMENT
STORES
stocks of raw silks are held In this
country by Japanese interests and
Clothing Stock Surplus, Especially in must be released following the break
In the Japanese market, at substantialDream That Will Not Cflme True.
Women's Wear, Likely to Bring
ly lower prices than were prevailing
W, Va. Xliss Emma
Ilouceverte,
Reductions
Silk Reductions
during midwinter when top prices Huff almost became the yife of Bert
Are to Be Permanent
were realized for raw materials. Mem- Trend way, but the Indications now
do not hesitate to are that she will never .marry him.
New York. The substantia reduc- bers of this trade
The license hud been procured and the
tions that have been made recently In
couple were on the way to a minister's
the prices of all commodities by dewhen officers placed Treadway under
partment and other stores throughout
arrest on the charge of murdering
City Doubled Taxes on
the country have led the buying pubTreadway has conCharles Scott.
lic to wonder whether or not thewe
Profiteering Landlord
and accepted a life term In the
fessed
reductions are the forerunners of constate penitentiary.
tinued reduction in the high prices that
A 100 per cent increase in the
have prevailed since America entered
assessed valuation of ills propA New Plutocrat Looms Up.
the war. In an effort to ascertain the
erty was the penalty Imposed by
Bluefleld, W. Va. Before he left
cause and probable extent of the downthe Detroit city council on Jafor the army a Coeburn boy bought a
ward movement, the New York Times
y
cob Shevltz, owner of a
barrel of whisky and buried It. Rehas made Inquiries among representaapartment house, who
cently he was discharged from service
tive merchants In the wholesale and
was accused of increasing their
and today he Is $1,200 richer than he
retail lines as well as among financial
rents' from $42 to $90 per
was. Revenue officers would be in'.leaders. Their replies seem to agree
month.
terested in learning how and to whom
that a permanent reduction movement
he made the sale.
begun.
has
In the minds of many, however,
there Is still much doubt as to the
meaning of the reductions that have
been announced and made by the department stores and other commercial
houses. Even those who are not yet
ready to say that a general fall In
prices Is to be expected are unwilling
to predict that present levels will be
maintained. A majority of wholesale
and retail dealers admit that prices
are too high and that a reaction must Rice Party Has Encounter With two or three. The party then turned
back.
come before the public will begin free
Giant White Savages in
Not Previously Seen Since 1763.
buying.
"The cannibals were almost white
South America.
Surplus of Clothing.
in color," Professor White said. "In
One phase of the reductions made
all my years In the tropical jungles 1
t)y department stores has been the efhave never seen such ferocious lookfort of middlemen to discover how the DOT AFRAID
OF
FIREARMS ing savages. Nearly all were armed
plan Is worked. Dozens of wholesale
with bows and arrows and carried
and retail dealers confessed that they
or their agents had made purchases at Professor Rice Says That in All His spears and blowguns. They were
more than six feet tall and I recogdepartment stores for comparison
Experience in Tropical Jungles He
nized them as cannibals of the Guari-bo- s
with their own prices and qualities.
Never Saw Such Ferocious
tribe, a mountain legion considThe representative of a big London
ered the most ferocious of all the sav
Looking Savages.
department store said he had bought
ages In either Venezuela, Colombia, or
from a department store certain arexploring
party
Brazil."
York.
New
The
much
cheaper
ticles
than prices quoted
The professor declared he believed
headed by Dr. Alexander Hamilton
by manufacturers.
In the wholesale clothing trade It is Rice, which clashed last February it was the first time these cannibals
generally admitted that there Is a sur near the banks of the Orinoco with were met by white men since 1703,
plus or goous. uy some this surplus is giant cannibals, returned here from when a Spanish expedition discovered
them.
said to be due to unseasonable weath-..er- , Para.
Record Trip for White Woman.
came
Rice,
Mrs.
Rice
Doctor
With
by
Is
It
and
admitted that
others
Mrs. Rice was not with her husband
the public has refused to pay existing formerly Mrs. George D. Wldener of
prices. A number of representatives Philadelphia, who accompanied her on the occasion of the attack on the
of this group said" reductions must he husband on some of his South Ameri- party. However, she traveled with
made all along the line, from the can explorations; Chester H. Ober, the party as far as Esmeralda, Brazil,
manufacturers to the retailer. With geographer of the expedition; A. W. penetrating further into the Amaoverstocks already on hand, clothing Swanson, J. E. Mason and Dr. O. E. zon wilderness than any other white
woman, according to the explorer.
dealers are said to be canceling or Byers.
The Rio Negro and other outlets of
It was while exploring an unnamed
ders, wnue tne muís are eager ror
Amazon were explored and chartthe
the
Orinoco
that
river
tributary
the
of
conto
price
offer
willing
business and
cessions.
It is now predicted that party was attacked. The discharge of ed, as well as the Casqulare canal and
fewer sales will be made during the firearms failed to scare off the sav- the Upper Orinoco, Doctor Rice said.
coming season, If the reports of early ages, who were described as large and A number of specimens were brought
fall orders, booked by the clothiers, fierce, and the explorers only escaped back for the Peabody museum at Har
may be taken as a fair Indication, but by firing into than, killing either vard.
'

nine-famil-

Tells of Fight
With Cannibals

:0

BIDDIE GROWS SPURS

Wants Cat Wet Nurses
To Nurse Baby Foxes

Saddle feathers appeared next and
finally a pair of spurs. She took to
With Knife.
strutting pompously about the barnyard, lording it oveMhe other fowls.
"Instead of cackling, our
would essay a feeble
Transplanted Glands Cause Hen to
is about the
A
Develop All Characteristic
only thing that's lacking to complete
of Chanticleer.
her or, I might say, his rooster-hood.- "
Dr.
of
experiments
Chicago. The
is now on a farm in the
The
Victor D. Lespinasse of the Northwestern university in tinkering with suburbs of Chicago.
In further experiments with anithe sex of the common hen and his
demonstrations before medical experts mals, Doctor Lespinasse succeeded rehave aroused the Interest of chicken cently In producing "Siamese Twin"
dogs. These didn't live long, but were
growers.
"It was a simple enough operation," perfect specimens.

Chicago Surgeon Produces

He-H- en

New York.

kee-a-ke- e.

full-size- d

w

he-he- n

explained Doctor Lespinasse; "just
the transplanting of the Interstitial
glands of a rooster to a hen. But the
result was surprising and perhaps no
one was more surprised than the hen
Herself. Within a few weeks she began to develop all the characteristics
of a chanticleer.
comb and wattles.
"She grew

Gave His Reverence Long Ride.
Lebanon, Ky. After riding a mile
on the pilot of the engine which had
smashed his automobile, Rev. Father
W. J. Rowlett told the engineer that
he thought he never would bring his
train to a stop. Fathei' Rowlett was
not even scratched.

A call for moth-

er cats to nurse silver foxes was
received In New York from an
upstate fox farm owner.
H. M. Bacon, president jof the
New York Fur Auction Sales
corporation, to. whom the appeal
for cats was sent, said the fox
farmer was willing to take all
the cats he could get A mother cat can earn $2.50 for six
weeks' endeavor, he said.
At
end of six weeks, a litter of
baby foxes becomes sufficiently
mature to take solid food.

near-roost-

Negro Girl Rich.
Muskogee, Okla. The richest negro
girl iñ thé United States Is Sarah
Rector, eighteen, who lives near Muskogee, Okla. Through oil found on
the supposedly worttiiess land she owi
ed she is now worth a million and
ft

half.

a

e

repuor two ago, had-t- he
tation, of having the prettiest girls In
all the country.
Chicago, which used
to be scorned as the home-towof
girls with large feet, has established a
place In the first rank of beauty nowadays. But the latest returns put Los
Angeles the City of the Angels at
the very top of the beauty list.
And why? Because the prettiest
girls from all over the country are
flocking here,
More than 100 motion picture pro
ducing
units have establishments
here, employing more than 8,000 people on weekly pay rolls and many
Los Antimes that many "extras."
geles is several times the greatest motion picture "factory" center In the
world, and that fact attracts dozens of
beautiful girls every day, eager to

A
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Girls Like Phone Lark; Shy
The law students under
are Edward Glynn and
The girls are Miss
Thomas Norton.
CHICAGO.

at Elopement

mm

PUT

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never

'M

yx
Helen Buecker and Miss Gladys Haynes
G1Vfc
of 1243 North Dearborn street. The
; lucrum í
kl.M-tK&?young men are very much chastened
.CLOTHES
The girls are still
and repentant.
angry.
A freuk of the telephone wires sent
the girls and the students together.
The girls agreed to meet the young
men. They did. It was Jolly fun unThey here! We're un they've taken out
til the boys became serious.
professed to have fallen head over clothes, the mean things."
"Where are the mean things?" shoutheels in love wanted to elope; off to
ed
the lieutenant.
too
the
sudden
was
for
This
Joe.
St.
"We don't know."
girls. They shied.
Two almost suffocated law student!
They were walking In Bellevue
place. "This is our house;" said one were dragged out from behind a maze
They were shocked,
of the young men. "Let's go in and of clothing.
meet the folks." ilt was their rooming peevish, ashamed.
"We took 'em," explained one of the
house. No folks.
we were
At two o'clock In the morning an Blackstonlans, "because
operator In the Superior exchange afraid the girls might run away."
Miss Haynes, dressed now, gasped;
caught a flash on the switchboard. She
"They made us throw them over the
Cut in;"
J
The operator threw the connection transom."- They said they'd call jthe
police
police
avenue
Chicago
station.
to the
"We thought they'd promise," said
Lieut. William O'Brien, with five men
hurried to 23 Bellevue place. The po- the students.
"Come on," said the lieutenant, "the
lice burst In; pounded on the doors.
From one a response: "Don't come in wagon's waiting."

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.

"'"-Hl- fcj

1.

It

Suspect

7ZW

-

-

Judging from reports from druueisti
who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and healing
is
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
soon realized. It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance" Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the as
tonishing statement that one reason why
so

many applicants for insurance are

re-

jected is because kidney" trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that thev have the disease. It is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
(treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a

lample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

-

Mutinous Passengers on Pacific Steamer
g
was a sig
arrival of the
nal for a grand heglra of engineers,
firemen, coal passers, water tenders
and others.
Let It be explained that all this happened aboard the good ship Haleakala
which arrived from Calcutta.
es
No sooner had the
tnbllshed himself as king of the engine room than he began to experiment with electric switches and such.
In his enthusiasm the orang-outanon two wires at once and caused
sat
FRANCISCO. The swan
SAN something when it reached a short circuit.
unlim- To get even the
forth and plucked a bag of tobacco bered a crowbar and began to lambast
from the unsuspecting hands of the
the electrical switches, an act of sabotquartermaster.
age that caused the ship's officers to
All In a cluster, the elephants befire 46 shots by actual count. Not a
gan to trumpet, the tigers to roar, the bullet registered. After 46 shots had
monkeys to chatter, the snakes to hiss ; been fired at the
the
above all there was raised the clarion simian retreated to his cage and went
or whatcall of a giant
to sleep.
does when
ever It Is an
Other Incidents combined to make
it breaks out of the reservation.
the voyage interesting, too. A bull
Many of the animals, freshly elephant, weighing three tons, died and
plucked from the primeval forests of was derrlcked overboard, but the car
India and therefore filled with Jazz Cass failed to sink in spite of huge
and pepper, were willing to Join the weights attached thereto,
mutiny.
Radio warnings have been flashed
chose the broadcast to shipmasters to keep a
The giant
engine room to present his act. The sharp watch for the derelict.

Ever Meet HimT
lot" "about him but Tve
never met him."
"Who?"
"The man who never used to drink
before the country went dry, but now
drinks like a fish. Every rum hound
seems to know at least two of hlra."

"I hear a

orang-outan-

g

orang-outan-

g

orang-outan-

g

orang-outan-

Sur
üelief

Hi
PIE
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g

orang-outan-

g

water

Sure Relief

S

INDIGESTION
ALLEN'S

g

FOOT-EAS-

E

Gives ease and
comfort to
that are tender
and sore.
If shoes pinch
or corns and bun-ton- s
ache this
Antiseptic, Beating Powder will
five quick relief.
Shake it in your
Shoes. Sprinkle it
ta the Foot-batSold everywhere.

orang-outan-

orang-outan-

Bell-an-s

Hot

ft

War on the Oyster Pirates of Louisiana
ROUGE. Out of the mouth
BATON narrow bayou glides a boat.
Painted a pale gray, the color of the
Louisiana marsh and of Timbalier
bny, on which she floats, the craft, long
and low, but broad of beam, without
mast or flagstaff, is indistinguishable.
It Is the hour between daylight and
dark. The oyster fishermen, whose
leased beds are marked by stakes set
In the three or four foot water, have
left their work.
The gray boat descends on the
staked beds. Here and there she finds
t,
loaded with oysters, tied
a
to a stake, the surplus of the day's
oyster catch by the licensed fisherHer motors stop at the first
man.
john-boaand its contents are hurriedly dumped Into the craft. Possibly
three or four such small boatloads reward the marauder. Then out come
oyster tongs,
the long wooden-handleand the men on the gray boat work
like tigers hauling the oysters from
their beds beneath the waters of the
quiet Timbalier.
Then suddenly, the white waves
breaking In silver cascades from her
long, sharp nose, the white pelican on
Uta blue field fluttering from her
John-boa-

t,

1

Your liver Is
Clogged Up
0s!

Thai's why You're Tired

No Appeliie
Sorts
CARTER'S LITTLE LIVER FILLS
will put you right in
few daya
7

Have

1

stern, another slender gray boat
breaks from the shore. The first craft
speeds away, the other In pursuit.
The water Is broken with a minia
ture crash 20 feet In front of the first
gray boat, but It pays no attention. A
second shell from the gray tube
screams out. and explodes ten feet
above the water and 50 feet In front
of the racing mystery. The first boat
comes to a halt, lies to, and the sec
'
ond boat rushes tip.
Another band of the last pirates of
the new world has been captured by
the agents of the conservation depart
ment of the state of Louisiana.
The patrol fleet, consisting of 12 fast
motor craft, Is headed by the big mo
tor cruiser Alexandria, 07 feet long.

smtf emmm
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Hon. biliousness. Indigestion and turn

headache.

Small Fttei
Nature
great nerve and blood tonic fot
Anecia, Enenmaiism, Nervousness,
Pcfplessness and Female Weakness

Small naSasaia Dose

EX CABTESTS
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ISiON PILLS,

Instara

ríC

and P1COTINO ATTACHH1ÍMHTITCH1NG
MENT works on all ewing machine; 11.50.
127. Birmingham. Ala.
Box
Add. J. F. LlRht.

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

20.
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AUCTIONEER

1911

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Clerk furnished if desire-- '
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t d take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and. Mortgages supplies

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Sulxriptioa $2.(10

Entered as

secocd-clas-

Pr Tor

s

DO YOU
KNOW

Col. George E. Cochrane,

Spanish-America- n

matter at the

poBtoffice in Roy, New Mexico

-

"The campaign for county officials
is beginning to warm up and it will
only be a short time until all who
to serve 'the dear public' and
place their 'snoots" in the 'public pie
trough,' will be out inquiring after
your health, kissing the babies, and
otherwise showing their appreciation
cf your support at the coming caucus
And, they will be
and primaries.
cussed and discussed by the 'intelligent voter', even up until the very
hour of the primary, and to hear the
said 'intelligent voter' talk you would
think he would be 'Johnnie on the
Spot' at the primary. But, will he
rot on your life. When it comes to
select delegates to attend the county
convention, the 'intelligent voter' will
be noticeable by his absence. But
he will have more to say and more
fault to find, than anyone, after the
nominations are made. Now my dear
voter, it is up to you and to you alone
what kind of a ticket is nominated by
either of the dominant parties this
fall. You can do your part, or you
can shirk your duty. It is the duty
r,
to
of every voter, of every
take an interest in the personnel of
the candidates, and if you don't you
We hear so
have no kick coming.
often the expression: "it won't do any
good to go to the primary, as it is all
fixed." If this is true, whose fault
is it? You are just as good a fixer
as the other fellow, but you let him
do the fixing. You are to blame if he
fixes it. Why not attend the primary and help do the "fixing", then,
if it don't suit you, you have a kick
coming, but if you fail to do your
part you should register resignation
and take your medicine. It depends
on you what the personnel of the ticket shall be. If you neglect this
ter the results will be on your own
head and y3u will pay the bills. So,
if you want a clean, safe, economic
al county administration for the next
two years, see that men are nominat
ed and elected who will give you
what you want. When you have done
this you have done your duty, and a
duty you owe the public, but until
this is done you have no "kick conv
jng .

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
at the
office.
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M. .
'

a.

Spanish-America-

'

March 3. 1920. the Fnrd Mnfnr rin o
dvanced the prices of Ford cars be.
cause or the increased cost of nrodu
etion. No specific announcement was
aeemed necessary at the time, but
it has developed that misrepresenta
tion ana misquotations or these adva
need prices haw been and are being
given out, bo to safeguard the publ
ic against the evils of misrepresentation, we herewith give the present p

rices :

FOR SALE
Estray Cow. White-Facred unH
320 acre farm. .All good land 11
white, no horns, indistinct brand.
Owner get her at my pasture 4 miles miles N. E. Roy. School house on
north of Roy, and pay for pasture farm. $20. per acre.
trouble and adv.
O. L. BRAND,
Xehñebunk, Maine
SAM HOWIE
e,

RUNABOUT

with dual electric star tine and
;
system
TOURING CAR
with dual electric starting and
system
COUFE

Fairview Pharmacy

There are a lot of plans for a hotel
in Roy but none of them are lar
enough along to tell about as yet The
has always taken pride in being
able to show the goods and never
boosting but merely recording facts.
The hotel dreams have got us at times
to prophesy a little but "no mas". We
are going to have something to 'tell
about that we can show before we
talk hotel any more.
S-- A

From peace with victory on Armistice Day, November 11, 1918, to
peace with "dishonor" in the American Senate on May 15, 1920, is a far
cry, and a cry that only selfish, timeserving politicians who are out to
catch the hyphenated vote can hear.

K

If Hiram can help it, there won't be
many "niggers in the woodpile" of
delegates at Chicago. The quadrennial fight over delegates from the
"black belt" is always an interesting
preliminary to the main bout on the
G. O. P. National convention floor.
How to head Hiram and wallop
Wood without alienating their followers is the problem that keeps the
G. O. P. "Old Guard" bosses lying
awake.
Not even Senator Lodge can galvanize a separate peace from an "act
of dishonor" into respectability.
To Republican Senators, the Consti
tution is what a peace treaty was to
Germany a mere "scrap of papw.
for a man
from Mills to come and work all day
against the School Bonds, but he at
least had the incentive that by knock
ing Roy he was indirectly maybe helping boost his town. It was not really
hrsve in him to say he was "paid for
it by a Roy citizen", but there is a lot
more excuse for even him than for
nennle of our own town who would
have robbed the school children of the
present of a year of the few they
have for school work which they could
never repay or replace for them, or.
the supposition that building material will be cheaper next year.

It was

Rats Prolific.
A foninlo rat' produce?
joang In its lifetime.

100 or more

light-syste-

m

and demountable rims .. $850
875
SEDAN
with dual electric starting and
and demountable rims .. $975
TRUCK CHASSIS with solid tires
$600
and clincher rims
(with pneumatic tires and de
mountable rims $640)
These prices are all f. o. b.
Detroit.

SODA FOUNTAIN
The best fountain in town
and we have the best Ice
Cream you ever tasted.

light-syste-

TRY US

CANDIES
Mason's and Loose Wiles
Fancy boxes or in bulk
Any kind you want and
remember, WE HAVE
THE LARGEST STOCK
OF CANDY IN TOWN.

b.
FORDSON TRACTOR $850.00
Dearborn, Mich.
Any ef the Dealers whose name
s are listed below, will be pleased to
receive your order, pledging the assu
ranee of the best pessibJeNromptness
in delivery.

$550
lieht- $625
$575
liirht- $650
750

7

By the way are YOU
ONE OF THE FEW
WHO DON'T BUY
OUR BREAD, PIES
EAT
AND CAKES,
OUR CANDIES, AND

Beck Motor Co.

The Roy Drug Store

J. W. Beck, Manager,
N.M.
ROY,

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

ICE CREAMS, DRINK
OUR COOL AND
DRINKS
matter
the
with
What's
RE-FRESHI-

MENTIRAS

MOSQUERO

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
v.

KODAKS

All Popular Drinks and Ices
EASTMAN

AND

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
LINE

COMPLETE

DAILY PAPERS

MAGAZINES

OF

Artcles.

Cigars and Tobacco

320 acre Farm, all farm land, 6 miles
north of Roy, $20.00 per acre.
J. L. SWAIM,
Roy Newl Mexico
2t

MILLET SEED, Choice,
German and Siberian, 5cU per lb.
Mora county will have an increase Sacks not furnished
of $29,780.00 in taxes to raise this
C. J. BÜRTON, Solano, N. M.
year which will require a levy of one
and nine tenths mills, which looks
easy when compared with the other
things we have to pay.

A

with dual electric starting and

f.-fl-

tax-paye-

V. H. Reichwald, of Chicago, form
er homesteader here, sends for thi
S-another year. We are going to
have him back when he gets tired of
of the east.
the flesh-pot- s

That we make "Bread like
mother makes ". We
make the most Homelike
Bread ever made in a bak-re- y
tod we ask you to try
a loaf and be convinced. '

Oil

Cook-stove- s;

Tanks,

REGISTERED
PERCHERON STALLIONS
MAMMOTH JACKS
CATTLE
(Milking Strain)
POLAND CHINA HOGS

THOROBRED,

ROAN-DURHA-

;,
See
'
Fred S. Brown, Roy, N. M,
C. E. Hartley, Clayton, N. M., or
H. F. Thornton, Hillsboro, Iowa.

Mr. Stough, who shipped a large
threshing outfit in from Kansas last
fall is now shipping the outfit back;
to Kansas, where he will attend to
threshing the Kansas wheat crop this
fall and return it to the Mesa again
as soon: as he shall have finished in
his home vicinity.
Mesdames Willcox and Ogden from
Roy were in town Saturday looking
after the interests of Manuel Aranda,
who has contracted tuberculosis in
his overseas service, and is being looked after by the Roy Chapter of the
Red Cross, who are endeavoring to
secure compensation from the government for him.
Attorney Saxon, Assistant District Attorney of this District and
prominent attorney from Tucumcari
spent Thursday and Friday in Mosquero where he represented the State
in the case of the State vs. Porfirio
Hernandez. The State was represented by Attorney Saxon of Tucumcari
and Attorney Dudley Durrin of Solano. The defendant was represented by Benj. F. Brown of Mosquero.
After the examining trial Hernandez
was bound over to await the action
of the Grand Jury in the sum of fiv
thousand dollars. It seems that in a
Herlittle family row father-in-lanandez threw a few stone and took a
few shots at
Romero with
the above stated result in the succeeding preliminary investigation.
Decoration Day was fittingly celebrated at Mosquero by large crowd
that gathered at the Church and
drove from there to the cemetery
where singing, a short literary program and a short address by Benj. F.
Brown was followed by the decoration of the graves. A large crowd
was in attendance but no concerted
action looking toward the proper observance of this day had been taken
by the soldiers themselves and we
hope to see next Decoration Day an
organization of the veterans of the
different wars who will take charge
of these services and in connection
with the local churches see that this
greatest of all American days is properly and fittingly observed. The
good people of the church who so
w

Stock and Storage

Fairbanks-Mors- e,

"Z-typ- e"

Pumps;
Gasoline Engines &
g
Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,
Deep-We- ll

Self-Oilin-

TIN SHOP!.

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

son-in-la- w

successfully conducted the present
exercises are to be most heartily congratulated on the success of their efforts.
Mr. and Mrs. Keller, who are visiting at their old home in Wellington,
Texas, are expected home in a few

THE IDEAL
BAKERY

days.

Mr. Cleve Hamil, owner of a fine
320 acre Mesa farm was looking over
his wheat crop Sunday, having driven
down in a car from Dawson.
The bridge gang of the E. P.

AND

& S.

W. having completed the stock pens
at Mosquero have moved on to other
work. The pens are a credit to the
town and will be of inestimable bene-

fit.
Mr .Alfred Kress, energetic merchant has again added a line of lumber to his mercantile establishment
and is doing his part to bring down
the high cost of building.
The Mosquero base ball team went
to Solano Sunday and after a well
played game came home victorious
with a score that out of sympathy for
the team of Solano, we refuse to give,
Misses Nina and Georgia Spivey
returned from Texas where they have
been attending school during the win
v- ter.
Hon. E. F. Gallegos and family
were visitors in Mosquero Sunday.
Mr. Gallegos is a prominent Repub
lican leader of the state.
A large number of Mosquero peo
ple attended services at Roy Monday
and Tuesday, Archbishop Daeger vis
i ting Roy being the star attraction.
Mrs. Joe Spivey is visiting relatives
in Colorado this week and Joe keeping bach part of the time and enjoy
ing that glorious feeling formerly ex
pressed as "Stay-out-a- ll
and
ness". He insists that the "kick" has
all been taken out of the latter part
of the expression, however.
A letter received from Mr. F. M
Deitz who recently sold out here and
left in search of a new location an
nounces that they have purchased a
half block in the beautiful town of
Pomona, California, and are now ocated in the summer land of the Pacific Coast. They announce a pleas
ant trip and are more than pleased
with their new location.
night-ivenes-

Foster Blk ROY, N. M.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court,
County of Mora
Cecile M. Holderness
vs.
Roy J. Holderness

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Many people do not know what a bank's Capital

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

Practice in State and
eral Courts and
U, S. Land Office

Fed-

-

or the difference

J. B. LUSK,
Roy, New Mexico.
Attorney for Plaintiff..
Fabian Chavez, Clerk.

A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. MP
Homestead Matters attended to,.
Final'
Filings,
Publications,
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn
acknowledgements taken.
up-an-

960 ACRE FARM FOR RENT
The F. O. White Farm near Mills-B- est
improved farm on the mesa.
wells, barns, house and fence.
FRANK SEIDEL, Roy, N. M.

is the fund that protects the depositors from loss; therefore the larger, it is the greter protection the depositor
"
This bank has a
has..

AUCTIONEER!
and

Whin you think '.iBank"

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.

5.000.00

Trust

&

0

conCase Tractor, first-cla4
Huber Bean Huller.
ss

32-5-

Saunders Gang

and

F. Bl MISNER, Mills, N. M.

50,000.00
$108,000.00

think-R- oy

20-4-

dition,

Discs, Harrows.
tooth Drag Harrows.
All this machinery is good as new,
priced to sell. Will take part payment in White-Face- d
Cattle.

For You

s

FOR SALE

"

A Total o- fThis means that we must lose $108,000.00 before
our depositors could lose a cent. This protectionJs-- -

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and
furnished if desired.

Savings!

We write Fire: Tornado Insurance.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,Hot Blast Heating stove
Bed and Springs

Inquire at
'

Agt's

Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

Plows.
2 Tandem

$50,000.00
3.000.00

,

Undivided profits of
Additional Stockbold,
ers Liability,

Farm Sales a specialty

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Bargain: One hundred sixty
acres near Mills, at $ 10 per acre
Twenty-fiv- e
acres in cultivation
and two room house.

A Banks Capital

Surplus fund of

White

is

between a bank of little or no
crpital and one with a large Capital.

for,

Captal of

Col. F.O.

O

Has-goo-

Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,
COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Lawyers
Abstracts'of all lands in Mora Clayton, New.Mex.
County

No. 2704

CON-FESS-

s

Thomas A. Whelan

ABSTRACT

)
)

The said defendant Roy J. Holder
ness is hereby notified that a suit in.
Court has been commenced againít
you in the District Court for the County of Mora State of New Mexico, by
said Cecile M. Holderness, in an action
for divorce that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
in said suit on or before the 18th day
of June A. D. 1920, decree PRO
therein will be rendered
against you.

WHAT IT MEANS

MORA

Real Estate

Yom

ROY TRUST
THE
&

SAVING SHANK

S-- A

-

'

Agt's
$25
30

Office

The temporary roof is on the Cath- -'
alio church and it will, be used that
way till they can finance it for tha
brick euperetructre.

THt
NOTICE IS WBREBY GIVEN: That the
undergiKned, Irvln Ofiden, Sr., clerk of
the Board of Education, of the Village
of Hoy, of the State of New Mexico,
will on Thursday, the 8th day of July,
1920, at the hour of four o'clock in the
afternoon of sajfl day at the office of
the Spanish American, in Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for gale and
sell at public auction to the highest
for cash $50,000 school
nnl beat biddermunicipal
bonds of the
school district
of the Village of Hoy, of the State of
Mexico,
bearing
New
six per centum
interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of the denominations of $500.00 each, dated August
1, 19Ü0, due August 1, 1850, redeemable
lit the option of the Board of Education at any time after ten years from
date, said bonds shall not be sold for
leas than ninety five cents on the dolPrincipal and
lar and accrued Interest.
interest shall be payable at a banking
house In New York City or at the office
of the treasurer of Baid Board of Education in Roy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received for the whole or any part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject (my and all bids. The
bonds shall be Bold for cash, fifteen
per centum to be paid at the time the
bid is accepted end the balance on the
delivery of the bonds. Bids must be
unconditional.
If a bidder desires to
send a bid by mail, he must transmit
with the bid a Certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the
bid.
The assessed valuation of said municipal school district is $1,050,000.00, and
except this Issue of bonds and another
issue of $7,500.00, said municipal school
district has no indebtedness, either
.bonded or otherwise.
r
Dated, this 2nd day of June, 1920.
Irvln Ogden, Sr.,
Clerk.
,
y,

New Cafe.

Perdieron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Roan Durham. Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle

SAI.K OF SCHOOL BONUS
OK SCHOOL, DISTRICT NO. 45,
1'IIR COUNTY OF MORA, STATE W
AKW MEXICO.
NOTICE Is hereby given that I, the
undersigned Treasurer of tire County of
Mora, of the State of New Mexico, will
offer for sale and sell, at the town of
Mora, Mora County, New Mexico, on
the 19th day of July, A. D. 1920, Twelve
(12) Negotiable Bonds of the denomina0
tion of Two Hundred Fifty and
Dollars ($250.00) each, of School District No. 45, of the County of Mora, of
the State of New Mexico. Said Bonds
to become duel not less than Twenty
(20) nor more than Thirty (30) years
at the
after date, and redeemable
pleasure of the School Directors of
School DIsrict No. 45, of the County of
Mora at any time, after ten years from
the date of Baid bonds. Said bonds shall
per
bear interest at the rate of
cent per annum, Interest payable semiannually at the office of the County
Treasurer of Mora County, New Mexico In the Town of Mora, New Mexico,
said Bonds will be sold to the highest
bidder therefor, for cash. Provided
however, said Treasurer cannot accept
any bids for said bonds which Is less
Dollar.
than Ninety (SO) Cents on the
FRED S. BROWN,
Treasurer of Mora County, N. M.
By PHILIP N. SANCHEZ, Deputy.
f.V,000
Municipal School UUtrlct of he Village
Roy,
d'A School Bonds.
of

AOTICROF

(6)

Six

Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Southwestern Realty Co.
3 on 25,

WANTED

Dr. J. A. STEVENS, D.V.M.
Graduate Veterinarian

Tractor

Will be in Roy for some
time,
See him for Veterinary
work.

The report has gotten out that this Tractor has the
friction drive. It Has Not. It has the least friction
of any Tractor made.

Agt .

V. H. Andersorr,

STATE BANK REPORT
Report of the condition of the

Roy Trust and Savings Bank
May, 4, 1920.
Serial No.

20

Resources

14, 1920.

1
,

.

Loans and Discounts, except those
...
,. . ,.
.shown on (b), ;
..

371,180.

.

$3 000.00

(d) other than U.S. bonds, owned

$4,015.64

and unpledged.

$500.00

Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate, other than Banking House,

8
9
11

a

14
15

16

$6,200.00

Nt am't due from

$5,386,. 57

8

Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other than included in 10 and 11,
Checks on other local Banks,
a Outside checks and
other cash items,
currency,
Fractional
b
nickels and cents,

$1,909.38

$3,504.62

-

8.857.C0
$4Ub,U'lt).U4

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.M.
May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
L. Early, of Mills, Mora County, N.
M., who on October 30th, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 025760, for Sti
Section 9, Township 22N., Range 24
E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha3 filed notice of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster
U. S. Commissioner at Roy New Mexico, on the 8th day of July, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J.A.Baker, George W. Hale, George
Higgins, Maximo Madrid, all of Mills,
New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register

20

Capital Stock Paid In

21

Surplus fund

22

Undivided Profits
(c) Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid,

a- -d

$3.000,00
$14,238 18

23 Net amount due Federal Reserve Bank,

$7,747.89

Demand Deposits

'

Individual Deposits, subject to check $284,160.88
Total of demand deposits,
$284,160,88
Items 27 to 33
'

Time Deposits,
Payable after 30 days or subject to
Certificates of deposit,

30

days

notice-3- 4

$56,227.67
$405,316.94

Total,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,

--

i
J

88

We, H. B. Jones, President, & C. L. Justice, Cashier
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge

and belief.
Signed- :H. B. Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
Director,
S. Floersheim,
C. L. Justice, Director,
H. B. Jones, Director,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day' of
'
March., A. D. 1920.
REMIGIO LOPEZ, -Notary PbHic
Afy

SW,

Pd.

M.

DUKEMINIER,

Mills, ,N. M.

$50,000.00

$4,180.06

(SEAL)

st, and have existed from the time of
filing to the date hereof, April 14, 1920
abandonment
and that said
and absence was not due to the entry- man.s employment in aDy Military
service or Naval or Marine Service of
he United States or any Nhta'l Guard
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by. registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
Tiou should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to j du.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

coir.uÍsion expires Jar. Eth,H24.

MORTGAGE

State of New'Mieo

)

-

County of Mora
)
Whereas, by virtue of authority vest
d ñ tk Hortgfce, Floerihcim Mercantile Company, a corporation, in a
certain Mortgage deed, made, exe
cuted and delivered to said Mortga
gee on the 12th day of August, A. D.
1916, by the Mortgagors, Jose Leon
Romero, and his wife, Lucaria de Ro.
mero, and duly recorded in number
Book 8, on page 307, records of real
estate mortgages of Mora county,
State of New Mexico, on the 2l3t day
of August, A. D., 1916, for securing
the payment of a certain promissory
note for the sum of $250.00, .nore fully described in said mortgage deed,
executed and delivered by said mort
gagors to said mortgagee, apa payable
to said mortgagee at Roy, said county
and State, on the 1st day of October,
A. D., 1917, and bearing; twelve per
cent interest per annum lrom date
until paid, and also providing for the
payment of ten per cent additional on
the amount of principal and interest
then due as attorney fees, if placed
in the hands of an attorney for collection, and it having become necessary to place the same in an attor.
neys hands for collection, and has
been' so placed.
And, whereas, the said Floersheim
Mercantile Company, is the holder and
owner of said note, and the said Jose
Leon Romero, and his wife, Lucaria
de Romero, have made default in Ihe
payment of said note above described
and the same is now past due and
unpaid, principal, interest and attorney fees in the total sum to Three
Hundred Ninety Nine and
($399.47) Dollars, and whereas, stud
mortgagors have from time to time
been requested to pay said note, but
have refused and still refuses so to
do, we will offer for sale, between the
legal hours thereof, towit: between
the hours of nine o'clock A. M., and
the setting of the sun, on the 19th
day of June, A. D., 1920, at Roy, said
county and State, at public auction,
to the highest bidder, and on the
street in front of said mortgagees
business house, said real estate being
described as follows, towit: The south
quar
east quarter of the south-eaand the east
ter of Section twenty-si- x
quarter and the
half of the north-eanortheast quarter of the southeast
in town
quarter of Section thirty-fivshin twenty north of Range twenty-- "
four east of the New Mexico principal
meridian New Mexico, containing one
hundred and sixty acres of land, according to the official plat of the Survey thereof, with- all the right3. members and appurtenances thereto in nny
wise belonging.
47-1-

st

st

,

e,

-

FLOERSHEIM
COMPANY,

J.

MERCANTILE
Mortgagee.

B. LUSK, Attorney.

--

14

$10,057.58

S

SJ-N-

County of Mora.
)
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Judicial DlMtrlrt
George O. Cable, Plaintiff )
vs.
) No.
Henry Church, Mrs. Henry )
Church and all unknown )
claimants of interests in )
the complaint adverse to )
the premises described In )
)
the plaintiff, Defendants
The above named defendants, Henry
Church, Mrs. Henry Church and all unknown claimants of Interests in the
premises described In the complaint adverse to the plaintiff, are hereby notified that the above entitled action has
been commenced by the above named
plaintiff against the above named defendants, the Keneral objects of 'filch
action are to Quiet In plaintiff the title
to the real property hereinafter ae.o'lo
ed and that plaintiff's title be established and that the above named defendants, and each of them, be barred
forever estopped from naving or claim
ing any right, title or interest In and
to said real property. The real proper
ty affected by this action by which It is
sought to quiet title being the following described real property, situate, ly
ing ana being in Mora county, isew
Mexico,
The South Half of the NortheaRt
Quarter and the Norfn Half of the
Southrast Quarter of Section Four,
Range
Nineteen,
Township
North,
Twénty Six, Kas of the New Mexico Date of first publication, May.15, 920
Principal Meridian.
- second
- 22 and each of
And said defendants,
- . 29 - third
, - them, are further notified that unless
appearance
on
they enter their
herein
- fourth
- Jine 5
-i
or before the 19th day Of July, 1920,
judgment will be rendered against them
by default.
That the name and postoffice address
or p"laintirrs attorney is W. K. Holly
Springer. New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
WITNESS, my hand ana the seal of
said court at Mora. Mora County, New
Mexico, this 26th day of May, 1920.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
FABIAN CHAVEZ.
(SEAL)
Clerk of Said Court.
May 18, 1920
By Tiiliz Pacheco, Deputy.
Notice is hereby given that Bruce
5
T4.
E. Moyer, of Mills, Mora Co., N.
who, on December 8, and December 12
FOR SALE:
Some Good 1916, made Homestead
Entrys No.
Milk Cows, 7 miles north of Roy 023476, and No. 028883, for Lot 4,
SEtt
Section 18, T. 22N., Rng.
Priced to sell.
Clayton, N. M S& SWÍ4, Stt
CALVIN JONES 25E,
SEÍ4, Sec. 13, N
Section 24
Twp. 22N., Rne 24E.. N. M. P. Me.
Tor Sale Red and black amber ridian, has filed notice of intention
to
Cane Seed, Hog and German billet make inree Year .Proof, to establish
e
seed, also 10
Durham claim to the land above described, hp- cows and registered Durham bull, 2 fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission,
years (old, also
Durham er, at his office at. Roy, N. M., on the
bull. These cattle are from an Iowa znd day or July, lyy.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dairy Herd .and good stuff. TubercuJames Baker, George Hale, O. Ar- lin inspected jn Iowa and N. M. and
bogast, Frank Burris, all of Mills. N.
passed,
LM.

E.

Liabilities

27

WJ-NW- J,

NEJ-NEJ-

high-grad-

$3,639.97

$135,45

MORTGAGE

other than the costs of these
ings, I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of said
Roy Trust & Savings Bank, will on
the 21st day of June, A. D., 1920, offer for sale at public auction to the
highest and best bidder therefor 25
head oV horses, stallions, mares, one
and colts, at said
and two year-old- s
town of Roy, between the legal houra
of sale, for the purpose of paying the.
balance due and unpaid on said note
and the expense of this sale.
C. L. JUSTICE,
By Attorney J. B. Lusk.
This 24th day of May, 1920.

"Sharpless"

Sec.l;NWi-NEJ- :

:
Sec. 12 and
EJ Sec. 11, T. 19N, R.24 E, NM PM.
and as grounds for bis contest alleges
that said James J. Nay' has whol
ly abandoned his said homestead entry, never established residence there
on, and has wholly failed to comply
with the law as regards residence and
cultivation and that these defects ex- -

J

NW,

Coin and Currency,

Total,

proceed-

,

New Mexico,

6--

Nafl Banks
b Net amt. due from
Reserve Banks,
12

J

127.42

2 overdrefts,
4 U. S. Bonds, owned, unpledged

nt

Cap,

to-w-

-

Wherea3, by virtue of authority given the Roy Trust & Savings Bank, a
corporation, of Roy, Mora county,
State of New Mexico, in a certain
Chattle Mortgage, executed and de.
livered to it on the 20th day of April,
A. D., 1917, by J. M. George, of Roy,
said county and state, and duly filed
with the County Clerk of said County
of Mora, on the 24th day of April, A.
D., 1917, for better securing the pay-meof a certain promissory note of
even date therewith for the sum of
$1546.33, on which not there remains
due and unpaid the sum of $1115.01

300

Peer of all fear 'cylinder, kerosene and gasoline tractors, cream separator, nearly new. Sell to
get larger one. Cash or note. C. C.
Hasthe live axel transmissson and spring tension spider, which MOORE,
Mosquero, N. M.
takes all back lash off gears, all gears are enclosed and run in a
v
bath of oil. Come in and let us show you the superior features
We write Hail Insurance.
will
and
hand
of this most modern tractor. We have one on
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt, Agt's
place it in your field and show you what it will do in your kind
of soil, before yon are asked to decide whether it is the tractor NOTICE OP PKNDEXCY OP ACTION
)
State of New Mexico,
you want or Dot,
Iss.

Department of the Interior
U. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 29, 1920.
( '
NOTICE Is hereby given that Emilio
Garcia, of Sabinoso, New Mexico, who,
on May 19, 1916, made Homestead Enthe E& Sectry Serial No. 025571, for Range
24 E.,
tion 24, Township 17 N.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Three Year Proof,
intention to make tothe land above
to establish claim
described, before W. H. Wlllcox, U. S.
Mexico, on
Roy,
New
Commissioner, at

STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)
COUNTY OF MORA
CHATTLE
OF
FORECLOSURE

SEi SWL
NEJ-NW-

Straight Rates.

Super-Driv- e

Clayton,

who
gives Solano, New Mexico
as his postoffice address, did on Apr. 14,
1920, file in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure
the cancellation of your H. E. Serial
No. 026658, made May 24, 1916 for

Money to Loan,

.

Department of the InteriorU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 25, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Dolores
Romero, ol Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, who, on July 1, 1915, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 023971, for
the EA NEVi and E SEVl, Section 12,
Township 18 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Three Year Proof, to estabdescribed,
lish claim to the land U.above
S. Commissionbefore W. H Wlllcox,
New Mexico,
er, at Roy, Mora County,
'
on July 12, 1920.
Claimant names s witnesses:
Luis Sandoval, Alturo Montoya, Juan
Isidro Romero and Zacarías Ebell, all
of Roy, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

ordinary words

FOR SALE

Phone

at

.April 30, 1920
Contest No. 3305
To James A. Nay of Roy," N.Mex.
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that
Raven Bean,

make a line.

Clayton, New Mexico

of ROY, New Mexico, at the close of business

Claimant names as witnesses: ,
Andres Gonzales, Donaldo Quintana,
Emilio Lucero, Ellas Sena, all of Sabinoso, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
3
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Office

Rate 5c per line each inser-

tion.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE OF

Department
the Intrir, United
Department of the IaWrior, U. I. Land

Shropshire Sheep

Poland China Hogs

NOTICE FOR PIBLICATION

v

Classified
Ads

For Sale

ETHEL C. HOOPER,

July

NOTICE OF CONTEST

C. E. Hartley
H. F. Thornton
and
'
Dealers and Shippers of

Illinois

Plain Sewing and

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior
United States Land Office
- Santa Fe, N. M., Way 20, 1920
To Ray R. Lang, of Dawson, N. M.,
Contestee:
y
You are hereby notified that Henry
Garzina, who gives Roy, N. M., as his
postoffice address, did on April 3, 1920
file in this office his duly corroborated
application to contest and secure the
cancellation of your Homestead Entry No.
Serial No. 035235, made
July 26, 1919, for E
NE
SEÍ4, E
Sec. 23; SW1Í, W
NW, Sec.
24; NWÍ4, Sec. 25, and EV4 NEU,
Section 26, Twp. 19N., Rng. 24E., N.
P. M., and as grounds for his contest he alleges that you have wholly
abandoned your homestead entry; that
you have not established residence nor
improved the land in any way, and
that said absence from the land was
not due to your employment in the
M.

military or naval organizations of the
United States or the National Guard
of any of the several states.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
a3 confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right to
be heard, either before this office or
on appeal, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your rinswer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
dne proof that you have served a copy
of your answer on the said contestant
either in person or by registered mail.
You rhould state in your answer the
nar.ie of the po.toffice to which ycu
hsire future notice? to be r."nt to you.

T5ÓTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

,

ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sa'a

-

Department of the Interior
at Clayton N Id

U S Land Office

"C"

4 - 6, 1920

Apr. 14, 1920

Notice is hereby given that as directed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455, R S. pursuant to the application
of Lillian E, Mcintosh, of Mosquero. N.
M, Serial No, 026810 we will offer atpnb
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than 12, 25 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M, on the 21st day of June 1920,next
at this office, the following tract of
S 25 T 17 N. R 30E,
land;
KJ-N-

N M P M
Th sal wil n t be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the h'ur named have ceased
bidding, The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
pay to the Receiver the amount thereRetrister of.
Any persons claiming adversely the
above - described land are advised to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
file their claims or objections, on or
before the time
designated for sale,
Department

of the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Mati'Ho
Gonzales, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.;
who on December 6th, 1915, made H.
E., No. 025361, for Lots 2, 3, 4, S
W4 SWH, Section 1, Twp.
21N., Rng 24E., N. M. P. M., has filed

NW,

notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, befóte F. h.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
N. M.( on the 8th day of July, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Uisulo Ganzales, Felez Cordoba,
Fermín Madrid, Mazimo Madrid, all
of Mills, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Register
;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that JameS
A. Baker, of Mills, Mora County, N.
M., who on May 18th, 1915, made
Homestead Entry No. 017817, for
NW4 Section 13, Twp. 22N., Rng.
24E., N. M. P. Meridian, hat filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year Procf, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissianer at Roy,
N. M., on the 8th day of July, 1920.

5 8

6-- 5

Paz Valverdk

Register

Threshing machine for sale.
Case with feeder,
wind stacker,
PJice to sell.
See

good

as

new.

CHAS. WALDRON, or

FKED TINKER,
Mosquero N. Mex.
NOTICE

TO WHOM
CONCERN

IT

MAY

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Albert P. Branch
the undersigned was appointed on the
3d day of May, A. D. 1920 Administrator, of the estate of Jacob L. Rodriguez deceased, and all persons having claims against the Estate of said
Jacob L. Rodriguez, deceased, will
preaent the same within the time prescribed by law.
ALBERT P. BRANCH,
Administrator.

a QUIENES CONCIERNA
Aviso es por esta dado a quines
concierna que Albert P. Branch el
abajo firmado fue nonibrado en este
dia 3d de Mayo A. D. 1920 Adminis
trador, de el Estado de Jacob L. Rodriguez difunto, y todas persons que
Claimant names as witnesses:
tengan cuentas encontia de el EstaGeorge W. Hale, W. E. Cunning- do del dicho Jacob L. Rodrigue
ham, B. E. Moyer, A. L. Early, all of difunto, presentaran las mismas den
Mills, N. M.
tro del tiempo prescripto por ley.
FRANCISCO, DSLGADO,.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
ALBERT P. BRANCH,
Register,
Register
First Publication May 29, 1920.
AVISO

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CROOKED TRAI
AND STRAIGHT
By

(Copyright by

G. W.

William MacLeod Raine

Dillingham

Company.)

the part of

NO!

NOI

N01

Synopsis. Adventurous and reck,
less, rather than criminal, and excited by liquor, Curly r'landrau
and his chum Mac, both practically
boys, become Involved In a horsestealing adventure. Disposing of
the stolen stock In the town ot Sa-

guache, Arli., the band separates,
Curly and his partner staylt.g In
town.
They are awakened and
told a
sse Is In town in pursuit
They elude their
of them.
ao
Overtaken next day.
by
la killed
the posse and Curly
made captive, after he has shot
ons and himself been wounted.
The man shot Is Luck Culllson, a
former fighting sheriff.
rjir-suer-

s.

a gray wolf on the howl,
while he felt more llk a little child
that has lost Its lust frVnd.
After a time there cuine again the
crisp roll of wheels.
"Doc Brown," announced Buck casually to the other men In the
bunk-hous-

e.

There was n.jre than one anxious
heart at the Circle C waiting for the
verdict of the bowlegged. baldheaded
little man with the satchel, but not
one of them no, not even Kate Culllson herself was In a colder fear
than Flandrau. for If Culllson should
die he knew that he would follow him
within a few hours. These men would
take no chances with the delays of the

law.
The toen at the bunkhou.se had ofCHAPTER I. Continued.
fered more than once to look at Cur-ly- 's
-2- !
arm. but the young man declined
"There's a picture In his pocket, and curtly. The bleeding had stopped, but
some letters, I reckon. Send them to there was a throb In It as If some one
Miss Myra Anderson, Tombstone, care were twisting a redhot knife In the
I dou't wound. After a time Doctor Brown
of one of the restaurants.
know which one."
showed up In the doorway of the men's
"Send nothlnV sneered Dutch, and quarters.
coupled It with a remark no decent
"Another patient here, they tell me."
man makes of a woman on a guess.
he grunted In the brusque way that
Because of poor Mac lying there fulled to conceal the kindest of hearts.
"Let's have a look at your arm,
with the little hole In his temple Curly
boiled over. With a Jerk his right arm young fellow," the doctor ordered.
"What about the boss?" asked Jake
was free.
It shot out like a pile
driver, all hl9 weight behind the blow. presently.
"Tell you more tomorrow morning."
Dutch went down as If a charging bull
"Do you mean that he that he may
hud flung him.
Almost simultaneously Curly hit the not get well?" Curly pumped out, his
sand hard. Before he could stir three voice not quite steady.
Doctor Brown looked at him curiousmen were straddled over his anatomy.
One of them ground his head Into the ly. Somehow this boy did not fit the
specifications of the desperado that
dust
been poured into his ears.
had
see
about
We'll
eh?
would,
"'ou
"Don't know yet. Won't make any
that. Jake, bring yore rope."
He had been examining
They tied the hands of the boy, promises."
hauled him to his feet, and set hlra the wound in a businesslike way.
astride a horse. In the distance a "Looks like the bullet's still In there.
windmill of the Circle C ranch was Have tofclve you an anesthetic while I
shining in the morning sun. Toward dig it out."
"Nothln" doing," retorted Flandrau.
the group of buildings clustered around
this two of his captors started with "You round up the pill in there and I'll
stand the grief. When this lead hypoFlnndrau.
As they rode along a fenced lane dermic Jabbed Into my arm It sorter
which led to the house a girl came fly- gave me one of them
for me.''
and one's
ing down the steps. At sight of those
"It'll hurt," the little man explained.
coming toward her she called out
"Expect I'll find that out Go to It."
quickly :
Brown had not been for thirty years
"How Is dad?" The quiver of fear
carrying a medicine case across the
broke In her voice.
"Don't know yet Miss Kate," an- dusty deserts of the frontier without
swered one of the men. "He's right learning to know men. He made no
peart, though. Says for to tell you further protest but set to work.
Twenty minutes later Curly lay back
not to worry. We've got here the
on the bunk with a sudden falntness.
mangy son of a gun that did It"
Before be had finished she was off He was very white about the Hps, but
like an arrow shot from a bow, but he had not once flinched from the Innot until her eyes bad fallen on the struments.
The prisoner glanced toward his
youth sitting bareheaded and bloody
between the guns of his guard. Curly guards and his voice fell to a husky
"Say, Doc. Pull Culllson
noticed that she had given a shudder, whisper.
as one might at sight of a mangled through. Don't let him die."
"HmpI Do my best, young fellow.
mad dog which had Just bit a dear
Long after the pounding of Seems to me you're thinking of that
friend.
her pony's hoofs had died away the pretty late."
prisoner could see the startled eyes of
Brown took up his medicina case
fear and horror that had rested on and went back to the house.
him.
e
His guards put Flandrau in the
CHAPTER II.
and one of them sat at the door
with a rifle across his knees. The cook,
At the End of the Road.
Bob
the stable boy, and
Curly's wooden face told nothing of
owner
nephew
of
of the
the what he was thinking. The first arCulllson, a
ranch, peered past the vaquero at the ticle of
the creed of the frontier Is to
captive with the same awe they would be game. Good or bnd, the last test of
caged
panther.
a
to
yielded
have
a man Is the way he takes his medi"Why, he's only a kid. Buck," the
cine. So now young Flandrau ate his
cook whispered.
dinner wth a hearty appetite, smoked
impassively.
tobacco
chewed
Buck
Impassively, and occasionalcigarettes
"Old enough to be a rustler aud a
ly chatted with his guards casually
tiller."
and as a matter of course. Deep withBob's blue eyes were wide with Inin him was a terrible feeling of sicka
Billy
he's
regular
bet
terest. "I'll
ness at the disaster that had overn
the Kid," murmured the
whelmed him, but he did not intend to
boy to the other lad.
the quitter.
play
Is.
got
bad
He's
"Sure. Course be
As the day began to wear out two
eyes all right."
from the Bar Double M reached
"I'll bet he's got notches on his gun. riders
and were brought In to Idenranch
the
Luck
Bob
left
Bay, If üncle
as
him
the horse thief. The two
tify
the result to the Imagination.
Moloney and Kite Bonflls, neither
The excitement at the Circle C In- were
of the young rustler.
creased. Horses cantered up. Men of them friends
was a wet
particular
in
foreman
The
Ocshouted to each other the news.
casionally some one came In to have a blanket to his chances.
"You've got the right man all right."
look at the "bad man" who had shot
said to Buck without answering
he
Young
lay
Flandrau
Luck Culllson.
cool nod of recognition.
on a cot and stared at the celling, Flandrau's
"What sort of a reputation has he
paying no more attention to them than
got?" Buck asked, lowering bis voice a
If they had been blocks of wood.
wagon
wheels over little.
The crunch of
Kite did not take the trouble to lowdisintegrated granite drifted to the
er hlaC "Bad. Always been a tough
hunkhouse.
"They're bringing the boss back," character. Friend of Bad Bill Cranston
Buck announced from the door to one and Soapy Stoue."
"I don't know anything against the
of his visitors.
barring that he's been a little
kid,
and
looked
him
over
man
Joined
The
his shoulder. "Miss Kate there too?" wild," Maloney testified. "And I reckon
"Tep. Say, If the old man don't pull we ain't any of us prize Sunday school
winners for that matter."
through It will break her all up."
e
As Buck turned to leave the
The boy on the bed turned his face
the boy touched hlra on the arm.
to the wall. He had not cried for ten
"How about Culllson?" be asked,
years, but now he would have liked the
very
low.
A
rose
In
big
his
lump
relief of tears.
But Buck would not have It that
throat and would not stay down. The
Irony of It was that he was staged for way. "What about hint?" be demand
bunk-hous-

d

half-grow-

dies"

bunk-hous-

POSTSCRIPTS
It has been estimated that 100,000,-90- 0
rubber stamps are In use In the
United States.
The science of bell casting has been
practiced In one English foundry for
x
nearly 350 years,
A new "baby" airplane of Swedish
make weighs only 700 pounds, and has
a speed of 80 miles an hour.
A signal will puss over the Atlantic
of
cable 7.700 miles. In three-tenth-s
second.

Uruguny has Joined the list of natime
tions which recognise
officially.
St. Peter's. Home, was three and
a hnlf centuries la construction and
during this time 43 popes reigned.
Harnessing a fly to a tiny wagon,
an English scientist found It could
draw 170 times Its own weight over
smooth surfaces.
The shrub from which the French
manufacture the perfume known as
cassle has been found growing abundantly In the Philippines.

ed out loud, his voice grating like
steel when It grinds.
"Is he how Is 1ms doing?"
"What's eatln' you? Ain't he dying
fast enough to suit you?"
Flandrau shrank from the cruel
words, as a schoolboy does from his
teacher when he Jumps at him with a
cane.
It was then that Maloney mado a
friend of the young man for life. He
let a hand drop carelessly on Curly's
shoulder and looked at him with a
friendly smile in his eyes, Just as If
he knew that this wns no wolf but a
poor dog up against It hard.
"Doc thinks he'll make It all right."
But there were times when Curly
wondered whether It would make any
difference to him whether Culllson got
well or not Something Immediate was
In the air. Public opinion was sifting
down to a decision. Most of these men
were up to the average for the milk
of human kindness.
They were the
sq unrest citizens In Arizona. But Flandrau knew they would snuff out his
life Just the same If they decided It
was best. Afterward they might regret it, but that would not help hlra.
Darkness came, and the lamps were
lit Again Curly nte and smoked and
chatted a little with his captors. But
as he sat there hour after hour, feeling death creep closer every minute,
cold shivers ran up and down his spine.
They began to question him, at first
casually and carelessly, so.lt seemed
to Curly. But presently he discerned
a drift In (he talk. They were trying
to And out who had been his partners
In

the rustling.

"And I reckon Soapy and Bad Bill
left you lads at Saguache to hold the
sack," Buck suggested sympathetically.
Curly grew wary. He did not Intend
to betray his accomplices.
"Wrong
guess. Soopy and Bad Bill weren't In
this deal," he answered easily.
The foreman of the Bar Double M

Interrupted Impatiently, tired of trying
by
to pump out the Information
finesse. "You've got to speak, Flandrau. You've got to tell us who was
engineering this theft. Understand?"
The young rustler looked at the
grim frowning face and his heart sank.
"Out with it," ordered Buck.
"Oh, I expect I'll keep that under
my hat," Curly told them lightly.
They were crowded about him In a
half circle, nearly a score of hard
leather-face- d
plainsmen. Some of
them were riders of the Circle 0 outfit Others had ridden over from
neighboring ranches. All of them
plainly meant business.
"Think again, Curly," advised Sweeney quietly. "The boys ain't trifling
about this thing. They mean to find
out who was In the rustling of the Bar
Double M stock."
"Not through me, they won't"
"Through you. And right now."
A dozen times during the evening
Curly had crushed down the desire to
beg for mercy, to cry out desperately
for them to let him off. He had kept
telling himself not to show yellow,
that It would not last long. Now the
fear of breaking down sloughed from
his soul. He rose from the bed and
looked round at the brown faces circled attout him In the shine of the
lamps.

"I'll not tell you a thing not a
thing."
his lips
He stood there chalk-faceso dry that he had to keep moistening
them with the tip of his tongue.
Dutch had a new rope In his hand
with a loop at one end. He tossed It
over the boy's head and drew It taut.
Two or three of the faces in the circle
were almost as bloodless as that of
the prisoner, but they were set to see
the thing out.
"Will you tell now?" Bonflls asked.
Curly met him eye to eye. "No."
"Come along, then."
One of the men caught his arm nt
the place where he had been wounded.
The rustler flinched.
"Careful, Buck. Don't you see you're
hurting his bad arm?" Sweeney said

"Better do It at the eottonwoods
down by the creek," Buck told Bonflls
In a low voice.
The foreman of the Bar Double M
moved his head In assent "All right
Let's get It over quick as we can."
A sound of flying feet came from
outside. Some one smothered an oath
of surprise. Kate Culllson stood In
the doorway, all out of breath and
panting.
"What Is It?"
They had not a word to say for
In that room were some
themselves.
of the most callous hearts !n the territory. Not one man In a million could
have fazed them, but this slender
girl dumfoundcd them. Her gaze settled on Buck. His wandered for help
to Sweeney, to Jake, to Kite Bonflls.
Miss Kate,"
"Now
Sweeney began to explain.
But she swept his remonstrance
look-a-her-

aside.

No No !" Her voice gathered
strength with each repetition of the
word. "I won't huve It What are you
"No

thinking about?"
"He's a rustler. Miss Kate; belongs
to Soapy Stone's outfit," Sweeney answered the girl.
"Can you prove It?"
"Wo got him double cinched."
"Then let the law put hlra In prison."
"Ho shot yore paw," Buck reminded
her.
"Is that why you're doing It?"
"Yes'm," aud "That's why," they
nodded.
Like a flash she took advantage of
their admission. "Then I've got more
against blm than you have, and I say
turn him over to the law."
Kite pushed forward, rough and
overbearing. "Now see here. We know
what we're doing and we know why
we're doing It. This ain't any business for a girl to mix in. You go back
to- the house and nurse your father
thot this man shot."
"So It Isu't the kind of business for
a girl," she answered scornfully. "It's
work for a man, Isn't It? No, not for
one. For nine eleven thirteen seventeen big brave strong men to haug
one poor wounded boy."
At that an amused laugh rippled
out. It came from Maloney. ne was
leaning against the door Jamb with his
bunds In his pockets. Nobody had noticed him before. He had come In
after the girl. When Curly came to
think It over later, If he had been
given three guesses as to who had told
Kate Culllson what was on the program he would have guessed Maloney
each time.
"Now that, you've relieved your
mind proper, Miss Culllson, I expect
any of the boys will be glad to escort
you back to the house," Kite suggested
with an acid smile.
"What have you got to do with
this?" she flamed. "Our boys took
him. They brought him here as their
prisoner. Do you think we'll let you
come over Into this county and dictate everything we do?"
Tve got a notion tucked away that
you're trying to do the dictating your
own self," the Bar Double M man con-

tradicted,

i

"I'm not. But I won't stand by
while you get these boys to do murder."
Kite laughed sarcastically. "You
hear your boss, boys."
"You've had yore say now, Miss
Kate. I reckon you better say goodnight" advised Buck.
She handed Buck and his friends her
compliments In a swift flow of feminine ferocity.
Maloney pushed Into the circle.
"She's dead right, boys. There's nothing to this lynching game. He's only
a kid."
The tide of opinion was shifting.
Those who had been worked up to the
lynching by the arguments of Bonflls
began to resent his activity. Flandrau
was their prisoner, wasn't he? No
Some of
use going off
them were discovering that they were
not half so anxious to hang blm as
they had supposed.
The girl turned to her friends and
neighbors. "I oughtn't to have talked
to you that way, but you know how
worried I am about dad," she apologized with a catch In her breath. "Pm
sure you didn't think or you would
never have done anything to trouble
me more Just now. You know I didn't
hnlf mean It." She looked from ons

'

half-cocke-

to another, her eyes shiny with tear
"I know that no braver or kinder met
live than you. Why, you're my folks.
Pve been brought up among you. And
so you've got to forgive me."
Some said "Sure," others told her to
forget it and one grass widower drew
a laugh by saying that her little spiel
reminded him of happier days.
"Pm so glad you've changed your

sharply.
"I didn't aim to hurt him," Buck defended himself.
Curly's senses had never been more
minds. I knew you would when you
alert He noticed that Buck had on a thought It over," she told them chatgot
loose
had
his
from
that
necktie
red
tily and confidentially.
shirt and climbed up his neck. It had
black polka dots and was badly frayed.
He
Sweeney was chewing tobacco.
would have that chew In his mouth
after they had finished what they were
going to do.
"Ain't he the garaest ever?" some
one whispered.
The rustler heard the words and
they braced him as a drink of whisky
does a man who has beeoon'a bad

spree.
An Inventor has invented a compact
telephone toble which can be folded to
even smaller dimensions for moving
from room to room.
By adding about 12 per cent of
chromium to mild carbon steel an English Inventor has brought out a metal
for tableware that Is said to be rust

and tarnish proof.

Of English Invention Is a machine
for harvesting flax that In passing ovr-- a
field seizes the praln In bunches, digs
Its roots out of the sort and conveys
It to one side by and endless belt.

"Luck
grudge!"

don't hold

any

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Way of It
"I don't think It wrong to smuggle."
"I suppose It Is merely 'doln one's
An automobile horn and headlight
have been combined by an Inventor,
the sound being produced back of the
reflector and Issuing around
The average length of Ufe Is greater In Norway than In any other
country. This Is attributed to the fact
that the temperature Is cool and uni-

it

form throughout the year.
Eleven hospitals La Philadelphia now
have women as head pharmacists, and
In other cities, also, women are rapidly
taking the places of men aa pharmacists In the hospitals.

PAIIIS NEARLY

Southwest News

DOUBLED LIE DP

From All Over

-

New Mexico
and Arizona

Nothing Helped Me Until I
Took Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Western Newapapnr Union News Service.
According to reports received In Clo-vl- s,
N. M the Simla Fé budget provision for mi $80,000 office building In

Wyandotte, Mich.- -" For the last
four years I have doctored off and on
witnout neip. I

have had

1

double up. SomeI could not
sweep a room without stopping to rest
and everything I ate
upset my stomach.

times

,.

street
Compuny of
The Roy
Roy, N.M., will befiln the erection of
a large grain elevator soon, which Is
to cost nearly $10,000. Plans are
made for the excavation and it
Is expected that the new structure
will be completed In time to tuke care
of the fall crop.
Eleven persons were seriously
Jured when Santa Fé passenger train
No. 808, bound from El Paso to Albuquerque, struck a stretch of trackun-dermliie- d
by high water near La Joya,
fifty miles south of Albuquerque. The
bugguge and snioklug car was telescoped and a chair car was derailed.
New Mexico Is showing her heels to
all other states In the Federal Public
Health Association membership drive.
According to the latest reports received
ut the health department, the state has
already given more than 200 per cent
The
of Its quota of new members.
quota, however, was only 11 members.
Two hundred and eighty sets of harness have been received by the Arizona Highway Department from the
government, It was announced by State
Engineer Maddock, who added that
road rumps hud been Instructed to
make no more purchases and that Inquiries had been sent each county engineer as to his requirements.
Between 40,000 and 50,000 cases of
30 dozen to the case, were produced in the Sale River valley In 1919.
according to figures made public by
the .Phoenix. Chamber of Commerce.
The statement said the eggs sold at an
cents a dozen,
average price of 40
reaching an 'approximate' total of

pains

every month so bad
that I would nearly

that city has been approved by the officials of the road. While the site has
not been selected, It Is expected It will
be built at the lower end of the main

j

...

Three

years ago

lost a child
and Buffered so
I

i

i

badly that I was out
of my head at times. My bowels did
not move for days and I could not, eat
without suffering. The doctor could not
help me and one day I told my husband
that I could not stand the pain any
longer and sent him to the drug-stor- e
's
to get ne a bottle of Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and threw
the doctor's medicine away. After
taking three bottles of Vegetable Compound and using two bottles of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Sanative Wash I could do
my own housework. If it had not been
for your medicine I don't know where I
would be today and 1 am never without
a bottle of it in the bouse. You may
publish this if you like that it may help
some other woman." Mrs. MART
Stender, 120 Orange St, Wyandotte,
Pink-ham-

Mjch.

,

SLOW
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean
eerious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

COLD MEDAL

brlnf quick relief and often ward oil
'
deadly diaeases. Known as tha national
The New Mexico Dental Association
remedy of Holland for mor than 200
All druggists, la thro tina,
years.
will hold Its Hniiual meeting at Albuquerque June 21, 22 and 23. The local Leak for Ida same CoU Mxl.l ea ererr koa
and accept no imitation
dentists will form the committee on
arrangements and all the sessions will
Gentlemen, Be Seated.
be held in the Chamber of Commerce
Perkins "Why Is the city tax rate
rooms, where visiting dentists from like a good man, Ross?"
Graves--,
Denver and other cities will give a "it's hard to keep It down."
three days' postgraduate course.
The Apache county road bond election carried for the bonds by a large
majority, according to word received
by State Engineer Maddock at PhoeDoesn't hurt a bit and Preozone
nix from B. Y. Peterson, clerk of the
costs only a few cents.
Apache County Board of Supervisors.
Peterson said in his message that the
county expected to be ready In the
near future to match í50,000 federal
aid for highway construction.
R. Knrnum, a postoffice employé of
Silver City, N. M., has a White Leghorn hen which has established a record by laying what muy be termed a
real double egg. While gathering the
eggs In the hen house a few days ago,
Mr. Barnum found an egg which was
nearly the size of a goose egg, and
upon breaking the shell discovered on
the Inside an ordinary sized egg, perfectly formed, and enclosed In a .hard

$000,000.

.

Lift

shell.
Complete extermination of what was
considered one of the largest prairie
dog "towns" in the West has been reported to the predatory animal Inspector's office lit Phoenix by the Chlrica-hu- e
Cattle Company of Cochise county,
More than
southeastern' Arizona.
1,000,000 prairie dogs were estimated
to have lived on the company's runch
of more than 30,000 acres until the
management, started an offensive campaign against them.
G. W. P. Hunt, former governor ot
Arizona, whose nomination as mln'ster
to Slam was confirmed by the Senate,
is expected to sail from San Francisco
for Slam .Tune 19.
A temporary injunction, issued by
the United .States District Court, in
New Mexico, restraining the state
council of defense and certain offi
cials of that state from interfering
with the sale and circulation of the
Hearst magazines In New Mexico, was
upheld by the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals at St. Paul. The in
junction was obtained by the International Magazine Company, of which
W. R. Hearst Is a stockholder. The

action started early In 1918.
daughter.
To punish" her
Concha, for disobedience, Mrs. Augus
tine Oliva, wife of a cotton picker In
the Scottsdale district, near Phoenix,
is alleged to have held her daughter's
feet in a trash fire and wrapped burning clothes about them. The child's
screams attracted Mexicans, who summoned a deputy sheriff. The woman
told officers,- they said, that she did
the act to punish the child because
she had refused to draw a bucket of
i
water.
Tho New Mexico Normal will conduct a vocational school for six weeks
beginning June 2nd at Silver City. The
students will be In school half a day,
the hours being from 8:30 until 11:30
mornings. A program of regular work

offCorns!

With your fingers! Tou can lift off
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet
A tiny, bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callous. Instantly it stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callous right off, root and all, without
Truly 1
one bit of pain or soreness,
No humbug!

Adv.

The street faker reaps a golden harvest every time he faces a crowd that
wants something for nothing.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine"

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" Is genuine .Aspirin proved safe by millions
and prescribed by physicians for over
twenty years. Accept only an unbroken
"Bayer package" which contains proper
directions to relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia', Rheumatism,
Colds and Pain. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer packages." Aspirin
Is trade mark Bayer Manufacture
of Sallcylicacld. Adv.
Idle people spend a good deal of time
calling up people who have telephones.

and recreational exercises has been
prepared and tuition and all books
Night and Morning'.
will be furnished free.
Haw Strong, Healthy
Nogales
Profesand
The
Business
. If they Tire, Itch.
sional Women's Club, with thirty-tw- o
Smart or Burn, if Sore.
Irritated, Inflamed or
members, has declared Its intention of
TOUR EVES Granulated, use Murine
expanding beyond the social and coSafe for
operative realm Into the field of civic often. Soolhaa, Refreshes. Write
for
Infant or Adult. At all Druggists.
betterment endeavor.
tree Eye Hook, am tji mtj w., uuew

COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS ARE HELPFUL VI
CREATING
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ADDED INTEREST
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DEATH WAS WEAR
Florida Woman in Critical Condition
f rom Dropty, But Doan'
Brought Recovery
.."Dropsy brought me right down to
the shadow of the grave, says Mrs,
ios b. Atweii. VU4 William tit., Key
we(, rta. tor btteen years 1 was
hopeless wreck, struggling between life
nd death.
The
so se
. pama were
vere in my back
I screamed

V

Rn.

AtwaU

in ag

ony. My head
ached so severely

I

thopgbt.my

skull was
crushed.

being
Blark
peeks floated before my eyea, and
I had to grasp the
bed to keep from
falling..
"The kidney
,

nil

'mnn

burned
mnA

AA

I

could pass only a few drops at a time.
My body bloated. The pressure of so
much water OH mV chest almost, smnfh.
ered me. My feet algo swelled and lam
sacs of water hung beneath my eyea.
My skin bad a abinv. white annpurnnpe
and anywhere I pressed a deui would
remain tor hours. 1 became a nervous
wreck.
"A friend told me alinnr. Dnin'i
Kidney Pills and ohl ! felt so happy
when T found thev were holnin
ma
Continued use of Doan's completely
cured me." Sworn to before me.
A.RTRUR GOMEZ, Notary Public.

ROUPJ
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Rheumatism Back on the Job
e
With Its
Fury

Acid Stomach

Old-tim-

Makes the Body Sour

No
If you are
Let-U- p

In Its Torture.

afflicted with Rheumatism, why waste time with liniments, lotions and other local applications that never did cure
Rheumatism, and never will?
Do not try to rub the pain away,
for you will never succeed. Try
the sensible plan of finding the
cause of the pain. Remove the
cause, and there can be no pain.
Vou will never be rid of Rheumatism until you cleanse your

Nine Out of Ten People
Suffer From It '

It sends its harmful acids and gases a!'
over the body, instead of health am
strength. Day and night this ceaseless dam
age goes on. No matter how strong, it.
victim canpot long withstand the health
destroying effects of an acid stomach.
Good news for millions of sufferer
Chemists have found a sure remedy om
that takes the acid up and carries it oír
of the body; of course, when the cause i
removed, the sufferer gets well.
Bloating, indigestion, sour. aoid. enssi
Bell your milk and raise calves on
stomach miseries all removed.
This it
proven by over half a million ailinff folk
who have taken EATONIC with wonderfor one third what milk sells for.
Oriler from feed and grain dealers.
ful benefits. It can be obtained from any
druggist, who will cheerfully refund iti ADY & CROWE. Mfrs.. DENVER, COLO.
trifling cost if not entirely satisfactory.
Everyone should enjoy its benefits. Frequently the firrt tablet gives relief.

blood of the germs that cause the
disease. S. S. S. has no equal as
a blood purifier, scores of sufferers
say that it has cleansed their blood
of Rheumatism, and removed all
trace of the disease from their
system.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at your
drug store and get on the right
treatment
If you want
special medical advice, address
Medical Director, 102 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
y.

Denver Directory

Stop Wasting Pill.

OLD SHOES

IUDEKEW

PARCEL POST A SPECIALTY
We deliver anywhere at Denver
pnces.
Have
aboca
repaired right.

jour

A & C CALF r.lEAL

New Way
Shoe Repairing Co.
I85S Ousiss St, Deanr, Cekv
(Out this oat and keep It)

I. HíH'i..

and BUILDING MATERIAL

li i l!

I

Kept New Doll for "Company" Days.
Buy direct at wholesale prices.
POULTRY. EGGS. BUTTER.
Nancy, my little niece's old doll, was
We ship everywhere. Write
looking
much
I
worse
the
for
wear,
so
Correct returns ind fair prices. Write u&
Exhibit, of Fruit and Vegetable Stimulate Interest In Gardening
Get Doan's at Any Store. 60e a Bo
and Fos-tsent a daintily dressed dolly to take Frank Kirchhof Lumber Co., Denver, Colo.
.
1509 Market Street, Denver
Community Spirit
her place. A week after the presentaD.N.E.T
tion of the new doll I called at my sis
An organized competition
FOSTER M1LBURN C- O- BUFFALO. N. Y.
among products produced by larger gardens.
III IIIIIMI STAMPS.
ter s and found Hetty playing with
neighbors helps create added Interest
A large number of small exhibits In1h, Oitfem, Ntrn-t'll- x.
1112 15th Street
Nancy, her. old love. On asking her
In vegetable, fruit, and flower grow stead of a few large
( lirrkx, llmltcea,
ones favor a sucR.
Denver,
K.
Joy,
Colo.
Prop.
Siippllra,
Not Likely.
l:lrlrlil
what had become of the new one, she
ing in a community. To aid those who cessful show. An Important point Is
Cutlery. t.m1.
(una,
"Why are you crying so bitterly?" replied: "Oh, she's nice for company
desire to have a horticultural show or to have the premium list, made up
IHM).
EGGS
a garden competition, but who do not early, preferably before seeds are or- sympathetically asked the presiding el- days, but I like Nancy for plain days,
A. S. CARTER. BSt
i CREAM
Kill! Kl., Ilruver, Col.
Exchange.
Know exactly how-t- o
conduct one, Is dered. Exhibits should be attractively der. "I hope you two little fellows
PRODUCER TO CONSUMER
the purpose of a circular recently Is staged, the entries for a class being haven't been flghtln??"
"You bet yer life we ain't t" re-sued by the department of agriculture kept together. Both classes and IndiANYWHERB
miSYflYKWEB PLACED
ATTRACTS ANOK1U3
ihg methods given in It are those vidual entries should be plainly and piled young Bearcat Johnson of Rum
A I J, Ft I KB.
Nnt.
pus Ridge. "If we had there wouldn't
which experience has proved to be appropriately labeled.
elvnn.ornemental.eoiv
Now ! the Tim to Get Rid of
eideiit, cliean. Laits
one
be
but
crying."
of us
Kansas City
Then Uslr Spots.
all season. Marie of
easiest and best Among the subjects
Helpful Competition.
nietHl, can't epiU or
There's no longer th slightest need ot
Star.
treated are classification of entries, the
tip over: will not soil
Send us your shoes Ladies', Men's,
feeling
your
ashamed
of
freckles,
as
Othln
or Injure anytMns.
Vegetable, fruit, and flower gardens
arrangement of the hall and of the
Girl's, Boy's
We'll fix 'em right
double strength is guaranteed to remove
(.arnlod enertie.
these homely spots.
Sol'l by dralrni, er
Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
exhibits, the points observed In Judg- or the home grounds of a community
bjr EXl'MiSS,
get
Simply
an
ounee of Othlne doable
The Capital City Shoe Repairing Co.
may
fairly
be
Nothing
classed and ludzed.
better than Cutlcura kSonp strengm rrom your druggist, and apply a 1511 Champs. St. (Dept. A.)
KrP'd, II. a.
ing various horticultural exhibits, and
HAUOUJ
1MI 1
Colo,
Penror,
miMUid,
Ara.,
Kalb
It
night
little
of
Srooklrn. N. I,
morning
you
and
These make most helpful community
and
dally and Ointment now and then
the prizes offered.
should soon see that eves the worst freckles
competitions.
Deeded to make the complexion clear, have begun to disappear, while the lighter
Scope of the Exhibit.
ones have vanished entirely.
It Is seldom
Token prizes Instead of those of incnip clean and hands soft and white. mat
more man one ounce
needed to comAn organization already In exist- trinsic value are all that is necessary Add to this the fascinating, fragrant pletely clear the skin and Isgain
a beautiful
complexion.
ence, such as a county or state fair, for successful competitions.
Cutlcura Talcum and yon have the clear
Be sure to ask for ths double strength
Othlne, as this Is sold under guarantee
a farmers' club, a grange, a garden or
(
Positive! Guaranteed Fmm
When the time of the show ap
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Adv.
money back If It falls to remove freckles.
Ripping, Stretching or Breaking
horticultural club, or a boys' and girls' proaches the exct date must be fixed.
faquir of Your Dialer
club, may father a horticultural ex-- . and this should not be changed. If it
His Strange Way.
Leap Year Stuff.
Never-Brea- k
Wilson Trace & Mfg. Co.
- "Mr. Gloom," sternly said the canhlbit or a group may be brought to- is done it may provoke a feellntr of un
Miss Manchaser
Don't you think
' 3300 Blake St., Denrer, Colo.
gether especially for the purpose. fairness.
didate for alderman. "I understand you could learn to love me?
Once organized, this circular suggests,
Where competitions of any of 'the that you have been saying that I nm
Mr. Sklrtshy I love my work.
Age Rapidly.
Would Be Handy Some Day.
the first step Is to outline the scope types discussed In the denartment's so big n fool you wouldn't vote for
Miss Manchaser
Fine ! Marry me
"In thnt a genuine antique?"
Karl enjoyed listening to grandpa's
of the exhibit. Competitions to be In- Circular 62 have been held, they have mo even if there was nobody else run- and you'll have to work twice as much.
"Yes" replied the denier.
stories of when he was n hoy. One
teresting must be fair and equitable. been found not only to stimulate In- ning?"
"Why, here's n nmrk which indi day a small calf In the harn kicked
In order to make them so, competitors terest in gardening and home adorn"You are an even- - bigger fool than
Analogy.
cóles It was mode only twenty year at him, slightly bruising his cheek.
with similar opportunities should be ment, but even more to ret neighbors I thought," snarled J. Fuller Gloom,
"Pop, wasn't n soldier who carried njro."
"Why," his uiauima suld, "that's a
matched against one another. The ex- acquainted with one another and de '"f you rush around notifying people a lance, called a lancer?"
"We nre living in n very rank! aso. qnerr way to get hurt."
hibits should be divided Into as small velop community spirit
every time you hnppen to understand
"Yes, son."
It doesn't take nearly so long to moke
Karl answered quickly: "Oh, n felunits as possible, so that the person
something."
An exhibition requires considerable
Kansas City Star.
"Then Is a soldier who carries a an antique as It used to."
low has to have some 'sperlence to tell
with only a few square feet oí ground effort, but it is usually felt to be well
pike, a piker?"
his grandchildren."
may show such products as he may worth while, even by those upon whom
Make n. list of your acquaintances
Mothers care not who does the love- grow, in even competition with like the heaviest burden falls.
you
will
be
An nnthnr la n niianr nln.nl
and
surprised at the numrrt making if they can be allowed to do
Looking ns If you could make good Is
ber of small men that you know.
tale grows out of his head.
the matchmaking.
half of making good but only half.
er

DOAN'S

JOY BUTTEli bllOP
Buys for butter

c?tALS

rocu

FRECKLES

SHOE REPAIRING
BY MAIL

1111

Wilson Patent

Trace

PLANS OF WORK FOR
CONTROL OF BEETLE
Quarantine

Against Insect
Be Rigidly Enforced.

MARKET

STATIONS OF VALUE

Branches Reach Out In Every Dlrec
tlon and Constantly Circulate
News of Importance.

Will

Market stations maintained by the
bureau of markets. United States department of agriculture, in several of
the leading cities, are well termed
Poisoning With Sodium Cyanld In Wa"branches." They reaeñ out In every
direction from the central office. Con
ter Will Be Practiced on Soils Badnected by wire and mall service, there
ly Infested With Larvae or
1.1 constant
circulation of vital news,
Grubi Nets to Be Used.
out and returning, between them and
At a recent conference of officials ot the office In Washington. The raw
the United States department of agri- materials so to speak, are gathered
culture and the-- New Jersey depart- and worked over to make the mnrket
ment of agriculture, held at Rlverton, reports, reviews, and press articles
which are distributed for the benefit
pluns of work for the control and suppression of the Japanese beetle were of the public. The market station man
thoroughly gone Into. Provision has works from the early stir of activity
been made thoroughly to Inspect and In the market section until the day's
certify products found free from the stint Is finished. Usually he Is a man
Including
Insect,
greenhouse
and with considerable technical training
nursery stocks, fruits, vegetables and and experience in production or marfarm crops.
While the quarantine keting.
will be rigidly enforced, It is believed

that no serious Interruption will result TIMOTHY IS LOW IN PROTEIN
to the movement of most farm and
other products from the Infested ter One of the Poorest Live Stock Feed
Firmer Can Grow Cannot Be
rltory. In control of the beetle, sev- Compared With Alfalfa.
eral methods of attack will be fol
lowed. Poisoning with sodium cyanld
in water of such soils as are badly In
fested with the larvae or grubs will be
practiced. Several million beetles, it
is believed, can be captured by sweep
ing infested plants with nets. A band
f
to onci
of vegetation from
mile wide surrounding the Infested
area will be kept thoroughly poisoned
with Insecticides sprayed or dusted on
the plnnts. To prevent accidental
carriage of the beetles on automobiles
and other vehicles and on pedestrians,
the roadways have been cleared, by
grubbing and burning of food plnnts
of the beetle. The weed food plants
will be kept down by the use of large
quantities of
chemicals.
Attention Is being given to the Introduction of parasites of the beetle from
Japan. An agent of the bureau ot
entomology Is already In Japan, engaged upon the work.
The officials connected with this
project believe that the operations of
1920 will pretty definitely
Indlcato
what can be expected from large-scal- e
operations In suppression of the beetle.
one-hal-

weed-killin-

PROTECT TREES FROM SWINE
Damage Can Be Reduced by Providing
Rubbing Posts for Hogs Infected
With Lice.
Very young trees can be protected
from damage by hogs by providing rubbing posts and keeping the hogs free
from lice.
The animals will not
rub against the trees so as to injure them If they are free from verA good hog oiler is a great
min.
help In this case.

More timothy hay Is grown In the
United States than all other hays combined and yet timothy Is one of the
poorest
feeds that the farmer can raise. Its value for feeding
purposes cannot be compared with
clover or alfalfa. It Is low In protein,
the nutrient upon which farmers and
more especially dairymen must to a
Inrge extent rely for the best returns
from their herds; It Is not very palatable to live stock, except, perhaps,'
to horses, and It has an undesirable
constipating ell'ect upon all classes of
animals.
Furthermore, It yields less
than clover or alfalfa, and It Is a fertility destroyer Instead of a soil build
er. All things considered, It has very
little to commend It.

The "Cream" of
Phosphate Baking Powders
Dr. Price's " Cream " Baking Powder, now made
with pure phosphate, provides at substantially half-pric- e
all the reliable purity, skillful blending and
sure results which for sixty years have distinguished
the product of the Price factory as the "Cream" of
baking powders.

live-stoc- k

SAVE

OLD

FARM

MACHINERY
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Inspect Discarded
Imple
ments and Lay Apart Useful
Gears, Braces, Etc.

Carefully

Farm machinery, when discarded,
should be carefully gone over with a
view of saving the parts which have
not been worn and which may be
available for future use on other machines, or for other purposes. There
are always many braces, gear wheels,
bolts and nuts that can be used again.
When the machine is discarded In
stead of hauling It to an obscure place
to rust away, why not take it apart
and place the usable pieces or pan's
In the machine shed, or work shop?
It takes only a little time to take the
machinery apart before It becomes
rusty and many pieces thus secured
will come ta handy.

25c for 12 oz.
15c for 6 oz.
10c for 4 oz.
Contains no alum.

.

:3t

Never disturbs digestion.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Becia

Commenced Monday, May 24th:

GASOLINE SHORTAGE

Ends Saturday, June 12th
stock of groceries of the M. B.

enberg Co., of Tucumcari, and while it
prices much below the present market. This is

We have purchased the wholesale

lasts are going to offer to our custo. mers, for cash only, at
your opportunity to beat the H. C. L. Below we list many of the Items hat will be offered:

Southern Pacific Company

CALIFORNIA BRAND

Is ready to
move promptly to any point in
tKis State or any other State
It Selves

lb. standard peaches,

2

lb.

2

lb. fancy peaches .........

extra standard peaches....

2 lb. fancy plums, Griffon brand

.18

lb. standard plums

2

lb.

2tt

lb. fancy plums

Gallon

Peaches
Gallon Apricots

27 v

.

1.10

u.

1.12

Gallon pitted Cherries

75

2H lb. fancy Apricots
Standard
Corn

32

Standard

ZVt lb.

Tomatoes
Fancy
d

17

21

.is

b

ls

H

Van Camps Spaghetti

l's

12

Van Camp3 Spaghetti 2's

.10

Walker's Chili Con Carne l's
2's
:

19

The Famous
OilPull in a
Smaller Size

?

13

Van Camps 3 lb. Pumpkin

.16

Van Camps Pork and Beans

l'

'.

P

Morado Hominy
Griffon Totamo Sause
Del Monte Lima Beans

.8
12
.17
25
12

08

l's

2's

.12

,...

Van Camp Baby size Milk.
Van Camps family size Milk.

.27
.GJ

2.75

,

1.30

Package Macaroni and Spaghetti
Jiffy Jell
.T
Punch Brand Jam, 16 oz...,....

.30

Wilson pure

.50

.11

12

fruit preserve. ICot

Vienna Sausage 12'...
Potted Meat Vs
Banner Oatmeal 2's .:
;
Quaker Oats 2's
Mother's Oats 5's
Wheat Hearts
Scotch Barley
Aunt Jemina Pancake Flour
Aunt Jemima Buckwheat Flour
Quaker Corn Flakes
Quaker Cook Brand
Beechnut Cataup, small

,11

,

JOB

12
.13
.33

il

also-

',07

Cudoma

Toifet Soap

Cudahy

Goblin Pmnice

:

05
'.05

Soap'

3

Ko Ko Package Tea

06

Hanley & Kinsella, S oz Vanilla
Hanley & Kinsella 8 oz. Lemon
Lassie, Corn and Cam? Syrup gal
Vt gal 45c; quarts
Orange Top Syrup Gallon
Brer Rabbit pure cane syrup gal
gallon
Health Club Baking Powder 10 oz

.75
.85

.90.
20
.80
1.10
60
.7

65

Instant Postum, small .
22
large
40
Evaporated Apples, 25 lb boxe3 .21
Prunes
25 lb. boxes.
.21
Sun Maid Raisins 15 oz. Seedless
.23
.'.
Currants, package
21
U. S. Administration Pure' Wheat sacks
Arbuckles Ariosa Coffee
Liberty Bell Coffee
Big Drive Bulk Coffee'
100-lsacks Stock
25-l- b.

'

IS

o3

Charm MtMtard, bottle
Swift's Whte Soap

Flour:'

15
10

Blue Seal Matches

70-8- 0,

.1

16

.65

80 oz

.11

During this sale we will

Salt.

b.

1.G0

42
45
25
88

makcheavy reductions n staple dry fsods.

Bring baskets and boxes to carry th goods home in.

'."

0
was brought
The
out to answer the demand
for a small size, light weight
tractor of the same durabilv
ity and efficiency as the
larger OilPulls. It is an ll
through and through
and you know the reputa- tion these famous tractors
have earned.
It possesses all the distinc- tive OilPull features including oil burning, oil cool-- 5
ing, guaranteed,
OilPull is built in four

TT--

-

"V'

12-2-

.

fl.40; 8's

Glycerine Tar Soap
05
Liberty Washing Powder, small .15
large
29

01

,Van Camps Pork and Beans 2's
3's v.!
v

$6

II

. Solitaire canned Chili
Van Camps 3 lb. Hominy

Southern Pacific
Company

75c; 4's

Punch brand Jelly 20 oz....
.35
Orange & Lemon Marmalade 16oa Zt
Del Monte Jelly 8 oz. lfic. 4
oz. .11

13

b.

Van Camps Soup

N

35

2s

20 oz

Peas
Wasatch extra standard Peas

offered it for shipment and is
ready to do all in its power to remedy any existing shortage with
Good Service.

70

b.

Tomatoes
Morado

1.35

Bulk Macaroni and Spaghetti
10 lb. boxes

13

)

gallon
Pints
Cottolene

California

hand-packe-

2.60

Cove Cooking Oil, quarts ...

1.60

Gallon Grapes

11

Mazóla Cooking Oil, gallon

1.35

.'.

.44

Mexine Chile Powder

18

.

2Í

's

Guittard3 Chili Powder large...i .27
Gebhárdts Chile Powder small.. .12
Pepper Sauce bottles
.
.07

25

Griffon

Blackberries

12

l's

.30

...

lb. fancy grapes

Gallon

Guittards Chocolate

22

extra standard plums

fancy cherrie3

4's

.25

.25
.30

2

,27

.22

......

b.

Gasoline,
Distillate,
Kerosene,
and Fuel Oil

large
Guittards Cocoa

per can

2'4

2

?

Gold- -

4. ' JU.

oetsheimMeiXo Go.
ROY,

New Mex.

Oil-Pu-

'

'The
r

.siés-12-- 20,.

and

30-6- 0

16-3- 0,

20-4-

Manager Schultz is doing every
R. Lopez has accepted a position
thing possible to make it interesting with the Roy Trading Co. and started
for the visitors and comfortable and there as salesman Monday. He re
exciting for the '.'fans". If you like ports his wife's mother getting along
base ball, be at this game.
fine in a hospital in Las Vegas after
,
an operation to remove- - a cateract
from her eye.
Notice To Contractors

--

Notice is hereby given that bids
will be received for the erection
of a school building in District
No. 81, Union County, N. M.,
known locally as. the "Bradley

.

0

II P.

District."

Anderson's
Machine Wk

The plans, specifications and
blue prints will be on file at the
office of the
in Roy, where they may be seen
Spanish-America-

by
viii.lMilunn jumiJÍ

"

te

.L x

It.

-

,u

n,

interested parties.
T. J. HEIMANN,
Clerk School Board

,f.m irarlor reeds repairing or rebuilding, mmgniou,
on WANTED;- - Farmer to break 100
of factory r.d repa,r shop expenen
that's our busies. With 20 years
eou.pped w,th npres of sod at once.
bee
of repair work, and with our now shop
and extractor, autos and all kinds
M
N.
Solano,
Cat?.
Inez
Miss
repa,f work to us, and be assur-may feel safe in brings your
vou
.. ..
wm.
.
.
new miu u
Zooloairt's Paradise:
,
Messina, Sicily, Is known as tho
. . v.
it will ho. in frst clas3 shape.
eamaiwiojuuvi
Unusual faT.ew t o
Vmradiso of zoologists.
v. o. t un.a- and recharging- repairing
battery
the study
for
storage
there
offered
are
equipbod
for
Fully
cilities

weeitrun,
....
...
in stock.

...

-

Anderson Machine Works.

N.
Auto and Tractor Repair Shops. Roy,

of the deep sea fnuua.

.FOR SALE-

M,

,

,

:- HHP. Gasoline

Engine, just the thing for your
pump and separator. $20.00
office.
At the
S--

"Jaii" Smith, who has been in
eastern states the past tw years ansel
is novr located in Iowa, arrived Sunday for a visit with his parents, Mr.
and: Mrs. T. A. Smith, and his many
friends in Roy. Jack islluélty, as ever
ami likes Iowa.

It Costs no More!
To Insure your Grain against Hail

NOW
Than to wait a week and be

Hailed Out
An Old Line Policy is
Protection, Come
in and talk it over.
Bentley & Krabbenschmidt
Ab-solut- ly

Bank of Roy,

